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Intermezzo

In the beginning there was nothing and nothing is in the present day; the material that you
experience means nothing and attachments are lost. The dream of life experience represents a
program of normality, a reflection of mixed emotions, a representation of a character in the dream
of life experience, the combination between the normal rate perception and the mediocre rate
perception. The mediocre rate perception needs proof and understanding of what is happening.
Humans need the mediocre rate perception for entertainment and for seeing beauty in the material
as a part of the normality of the program. To achieve experience with emotional feedback we need
mediocrity from the mediocre rate perception. We need proof of existence and instructions for life
from our normal rate perception which is aware of the situation and knows what is good for us to
exist in an experience program like the dream of life. We have one time on this experience which
is taken place on planet Earth and we have to make it the normal expression of each individual and
we need instruction for life. We have to represent our true self and to express that creativity and
the originality of each individual, the awareness of who we are in a material form for experience.
There is no I and there is no destiny and no purpose of existence, nothing to find and no floating
soul is attached to a material body and nothing that is lost and found. You can do whatever is
necessary for you in the dream of life experience.
I know that the dream of life experience seems small compared with the infinite Universe, but this
is a part of the normality of the program that we live. The program is created from different
experiences and we created the power which made us powerless. We have millions of connections
mental and physical with millions of impulses in the experience that modify perception in real
time. Our brain is connected with the infinite source of the dream of life experience. It transcends
our mediocre rate perception and our perception moment by moment thru time and space. Going
deeper in the material the brain is a replication of the infinite Universe in a smaller scale, a device
that controls everything individual. The experience is taking place in the center of the Universe
and we can be big or small, we can lift or can get down and we can create and see anything. We
are a high-performance machine for materializing or seeing what is supposed to see projected from
the emotional and belief system. Our eyes can see representation from our true sense in real
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manifestation in the dream of life experience. We can limit or non-limit and become what is a part
of the normality of the program, a supreme manifestation or a disaster. We can attain our peace of
mind from the thought that we are creators and we have everything, we are infinite and we have
modified fire.
We are in the center of the Universe and our brain is a replication of the same Universe with the
same knowledge and we bring it with us every moment. The power is activated by intention.
Where can we get our energy to do whatever we want to do and to fire up the motors? How we
can simulate in our mind our perfect Universe and project the scene by our eyes in the same time
and space? Does this happen by thought or it is much more than this? I believe that all complex
projects have the start in simple ideas that everybody can conceive. I believe that truth lies in front
of us in the mirror and in our eyes without focusing on the body. The eyes are the telescope of the
Universe and I see thru them and I see thru the Universe thru space and time. This is fact and it is
right here. What special time and space we are living? I believe we chose this. The dream of life is a
creation of our infinite power. We create and play our movie and we are our production team and
characters. All is me and all is light and all are stars. The dream of life experience is taking place on
planet Earth and is a part of the normality of the experience. What is this planet so special in this
time and space? What has to offer? What can we don’t see or … don’t want? We project our daily
reality, but what time and space means and what is tomorrow? What is our true purpose? Focus on
the truth and the Universe reveals. We materialize most of what we believe, feel and do. The
triangle reveals what we want to create in front of us in this time and space by projecting that
mixed emotions and beliefs. You already chose the best dream of life that could possible
experience, but you don’t recognize the path, because you experienced a distracted dream.
Nothing is important and nothing means something unless we give a positive value in the dream of
life experience.
I gave life sense and meaning. With patience and persistence, my answers to all universal questions
are here. The understanding of living man as a function in an experience called “THE DREAM
OF LIFE EXPERIENCE” and the understanding of life as a dream experience. The knowledge to
translate information from a belief system attached with feedback to an emotional system into a
mechanism of life awareness. The knowledge of what is happening and what is understand. The
connection between thought, emotion and belief is more present than ever before. The energy of
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life is revealed. All the truth that is omnipresent. The nonsense religion and the way planet Earth is
constructed as an experience of domination and non-liberation. The only one responsible for this
disaster is perception. Perception can free, but perception can close.
We are born alone, we live alone and we die alone. A big part of the dream of life experience we
are alone and we live among strangers and we try to see them as somebody dear and we put our
faith in them and then when they go away we remain empty and a little sad. Material things are an
illusion and the feelings are forever and it’s this just the purpose of life? The touch of material
things that we call them “empty holes” and we tend to run after them until we remain without any
energy left and then we get bored. What is the purpose? I believe that what is left behind us is a
better world and we have to be grateful and proud of what we had accomplished changing the
world within us and written our name in stone. It is the only truth that I can see and believe and
worth living for in the dream of life experience. Until the end of the dream of life experience
negative emotions like greed, obsessions, non-patience, non-confidence, non-trust, nonawareness will exist as a part of the normality of the program. You can be addicted to the dark side
and the heart will die. You lose your dreams and you become a material stone in the dream of life
experience. The negative output that you experience may be the cause of the man in the mirror.
Patience and persistence are the gift you possess from day zero.
Dear Ali, welcome to the Alspel. A lot of nights I have waited for this moment to come. There is
no limitation and I finally understood and accepted this process. I learned and achieved and my
perception and beliefs are prepared for the dream of life experience. The Alspel is ready to be
thrown in the world for maximum potential. This program will make a big difference in the dream
of life experience and I hope you will understand all now. Believe that your plans will be taken in
consideration by the normal rate perception, because experience is the one that remains and
matters. I hope your bridge between the mediocre rate perception and the normal rate perception
will resist your temptations and distractions for you to become what is necessary. This is your
instruction for life. Hello me, hello connection.
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Testimony of ALI

The BBAAIIC ALSPEL is constructed by author Alex Cojocaru ( ALI ). Second act of the first
published program ABOVE & BEYOND I'M JESUS which was a demo for completing the 22
ALSPEL. It was the starting point for creating the original expression of the author, the original
part that the author has to offer to the world and also what he may call “The Dream of Life
Experience”. The BBAAIIC ALSPEL is designed to rethink mentality, achieve best reflection and
to know who you are as a material expression in the dream of life experience. It is supposed to give
you instruction for life so you can be aware of the purpose of existence and what is happening."
Alex Cojocaru was born on 22 January 1993 and grew up in Dragasani south Ramnicu Valcea,
Romania.
“Above & Beyond I’m Jesus it’s a demo program, because I felt that I didn't had the time and the
information necessarily to accomplish a more complex truth revealing program like the 22
ALSPEL so I had to come with something fast and clear presented as a demo."
“I am a universal presence and in the dream of life experience you know me as Ali or Alex
Cojocaru, an identification name. I have a numerical code attached to my birth date and place and
I am material controlled by me”
“I knew from day one that this world had a different meaning. I always view things differently and
I started to find my own answers.”
“I want to chase the feelings of the experience and I want to see how things feel in the present no
matter what others say. I am experience addicted and I know how to recognize the red flags that
can help me to unfold my dream of life experience. I control my mind and I disrupt-sustain-attain
the dream of life experience. I didn’t think I could feel more broke, but Dragasani made me do it
so do it from where you are with what you have. Who am I and why material things made me do
it? I am trying to see, but I am blocked in a box and I am breathing slowly and I can’t see the
beauty of things,”
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“I believe that you have to be focused on something. You don’t have to say thank you and it is
enough to feel happy or to have the feeling of being grateful. Learn to follow and use your
emotions rather than your thoughts. Learn to control the emotional feedback in the visualization,
but also in the circumstances from day to day. Thinking big and having a higher vision you can
materialize this visualization in your reality in the present moment. Having all the time my
mediocre rate perception connected with the normal rate perception helped me to see beyond my
human intelligence and to find my self-confidence and to go forward. Having all the time this life
couch I managed to overtake my limits and to expand my mind and to lift my emotions
frequencies and I am very grateful for this. This mentality made me create a high performance
proximity sensor for ultimate guidance and I was sculpted by obsessions. To be grateful requires a
lot of awaking and you can’t be grateful overnight. It is attached on humble and humble requires
opposite emotion to achieve. To live in the present requires awareness of who you are.
“We are the same and we remain the same in different times and sometimes we move in circles in
different circumstances. Ask yourself the same question with different voice in search for answers in
the same game. “What is my purpose? Who I am? Why I am here and experience this?” “Why we
have to work? What is the meaning of working? Are we here for being slaves or we are here
because our power to have it all, relax and live”. The fear is normal in the evolution of humanity.
We have to do it alone without help and to put our hope in our emotional system. That is how big
things are happen and big it’s just a perception. The dream of life experience is a better place for us,
because of our focusing on the emotional system.”
“I run so much over things and in the end I didn’t want them and didn’t appear in my reality. I
give up on this insane dream and nothing from here matters. It is all a big lie, a big illusion and the
human is in control of what he sees. In the end only what we experience remain and the emotions
that come with it. The feeling is the most important and I give up because it doesn’t go anywhere.
I try to love all, but the illusion of money and all the distractions bring me down. I am slipping and
I can’t get up. I need divine assistance and I want to think that I have an S.0.S button, but I don’t
know how to press it and I don’t know how to connect with the divine. I know that I have that
connection with my inner-self and I am confident. The material world is catching me and I want
to let go, but my obsessions are burning me. Help me, I’m dying of thirst.”
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ALIMATIC
Hello God, remember me? I am still the man who tried to change the world by your means and
intention. Do you remember me? I changed a lot based on the first Above and Beyond project, but
this is me, the old me and I made it. I accomplished what you asked me to and I am the best
reflection of myself and I feel you know this like never before. I feel that I changed position with
you, because I feel like you. This process really worked; look at me know after all this struggle. Do
you believe it? I sure believe in me now. Still was really hard and I struggle with me. The devils
from my head took a party and made me obsessive and in love with possessions; still I made it. I am
in the present now, prepared. I see you I really care for me, but still devils are everyone. Help me,
give me your hand and strike with your these demons with your light. They are running in my
head playing with my thoughts and my belief system. They don’t want to go away. I remember
time when I speak to you a lot of my dreams trying to figure it all out and see what is good. I
believe we’ve received our life on what we did on the last experience and I believe we receive our
destiny and thoughts not because of a supreme manifestation, but a boomerang effect. What you
give you will receive back with the same amount of intensity. I believe that the dream of life
experience is a dream and the reality is simulated by our system and the world that we see is based
on what we did in the last experience. “
Life is all a dream, an expression of our feelings and nothing is real. We live in our dream of life
experience. Elsewhere why I am here? Why I see what I see? Why is this world like this and why it
can't be better? What is money? I was learned that the Universe is abundant and is all love. Where
is that love? I feel a lot of struggle everyday even If I have it all. There is something that always
reveal to me that is not ok and it hurts a lot .Why it has to hurt like this? Why I have to change the
world? Why is the world like this if we are intelligent and supreme beings? I simply don't
understand. I am a living memory? Is a forgotten world? Why we have to be attached by things,
people, emotions and thoughts? I don’t feel love and don’t know what it is. I am still searching it.
But this world is so cold hearted. Please give me time because I came from nothing and I am
searching for my broken pieces.
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I used to have thoughts about all this process of projections and if it’s a destiny out there and that
somehow it is written in the stars, but now I realize that in a world of distractions your eyes see
what you feel. We chose to be here in this time and space to experience and we put red flags in
order to remember who we are and for what we are here. I guess humans forgot what they came
for and that is to find who they are, experience and help people elevate to the next process of
experience. We forgot this part, because when we materialize in this physical body we forget why
we are here and this is a part of the normality of the experience so we can have access to this
precious information that we forgot and to expand our mediocre rate perception beyond ordinary.
Healthy lifestyle-raw diet is required for maintaining in flawless parameters, but visualization, a
good heart and knowing the truth can do the job done. Visualizing keeps the brain in full potential,
emotional system is working fine if you accept yourself the way you are. We arrive at our believe
system and here is a bit tricky, because from where we are we believe what our mediocre rate
perception can see both good and bad and take it as a proof, but you have to take full control over
it and terminate the mediocre rate perception You can chase the feeling that you had when you
wore younger and this is a very good thing to follow. That is the signal that says you are who you
are, because when you are younger you are full of energy and we just want to play and share. We
stay in the moment and don't think of anything or anyone. Follow your childhood and you will
know what to do.
I miss the good old days when I was nobody on a field, just me and my normal rate perception. I
feel super different, my body and heart are light and a state of relaxation is present. I miss Ali and
the interludes that I had with my personal mind saying that everything will be ok that it is just a
scratch and nothings is wrong. Many up and downs in my heart, a lot of white nights and I don’t
want to be the same again. It is a normal period, a period of change and I accept it. Everything has
a limit and nothing is forever. I try to keep the feeling burning in my chest and take it with me all
my life. Compared to my successes there are few mistakes and I count them on my fingers but,
without them I wouldn’t know how to achieve my goals.
Who am I and who are this mediocre people unaware of what is happening and what they’ve done
wrong to be like this? It is desire to experience or they just done wrong in the past and who exactly
are this people and what is life all about? What is this world and who created this? I believe that our
mind and it’s just a dream in a reality projection of our desires. Is this all that exists and matters?
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The life has no meaning and shall end now, but what is behind the stage of life? What can’t we see?
What is real? Why we are running and where are we going? Who are you and who am I? What
happened to this world and where did it come from? I believe that is all an illusion and is nothing
strange or different about it. Is this world full of love or hell in disguise? For what are we begging
for? When did we go wrong? I have a weird feeling, because of the 101 meditation that say a lot to
me. I believe that I am on a mission and I feel assisted somehow. The same world is no more
accepted and has nothing to offer and don’t come in the same amount for everybody. We are here
to experience not to search. We need a reasonable confidence between 70 to 101 percent. The
belief system is the last key to access freedom and happiness after sadness. You can control the
world thru principle of function. The world is based on parameters which are fixed and limited,
but the mind is flexible and can modify the perception of the world so the rules as well. The
change must be done from the interior. The negative stimulates you to change and to search for
answers. There is no God and we have the power, we have to take risks and we can’t lose. Actions
are first and success is guaranteed.
Something is changing the structure of a belief system when something new appears in the mind.
The mind accepts new parameters that modify the perception. The perception slows down to
change a belief in the belief system and indirect in our reality. It is now here, because is meant to
be this way over and over again. It is real? No. What it is? Time perception is changing and we
can’t stop it this way. We could modify our belief system in order to see different reality here and
now in the past, present and future. Who we are and what we want? We want love or destruction
of a reality. To live forever like a creator is not possible and no permanent parameter should stay
long in the belief system for security reasons. Who am I? All that I am is near my present. Why I
have to experience this projection in real time? It is design to work this way from the beginning of
time and that is a fixed parameter in the dream of life experience. Junk and lost energy visualizing
and self-born from nothing. What about confidence? Your mind “downloads” all the information
right now for you have the ability to recover the memory for salvation and that is also a parameter
in the dream of life experience. We are programed sentinels with flesh unaware of the capacity to
control the machine that we use to experience; the human body. The salvation of humans is
necessarily, because they have strong negative memory infected. It is all a lie and it should end right
now. My perception is this way. My path is gone in another direction parallel with love and fear.
Fear and love are self-programed to save a lost memory.
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Why is this world like this? Why we don’t focus on the planet and take off of it? Why is supposed
to be this way? The world could be real good without companies that are selling your soul. Desires
are omnipresent emotions and are active now, but the will is a demon that is not required for the
nature of human. It is important to travel to expand our belief system and the emotion that comes
with it. Daily dreaming is good for you and keeps you in a protective environment in this world.
Being creative is a protection status and health is direct proportional with the awareness of who
you are.
The dream of life is a weird experience and people are not living, they are falling. They
don't deserve the condition of the dream of life experience. The ego is loaded with distractions and
this can't be life; illness is omnipresent. I hope that somebody or something will fire the light so the
illumination can arrive and destroy this evil spirit called ego that is deceiving people from the earth.
Who is this demon that holds me down and don't want to see the light. Humans are not free from
their minds and what humans do is mediocre. All the things and emotions that we access and
experience are fake and don’t serve us in any evolution. The nature of the human experience in
the dream of life experience has nothing to do with evolution and it’s a mediocre experience with
mixed feedback. Without any awareness of the mind and body we do mediocre things like singing
and writing and mathematical equation. We are so alone and we give values to this mediocre
creation. We tend to blame a creator for anything and we seek material more often than breathing.
We can’t be anything more than normal, more than human and this is mediocre. The experience is
mediocre and it’s a part of the normality of the dream of life experience. We applause people that
are presented that do certain things well and value them bigger. With mediocrity comes greed and
control and that is also a part of the normality of the program. The dream of life experience is made
from negative emotions that are combined with positive emotions. There are millions of
explosions of emotions per second in one the human body. This is a courageous combination for
somebody to feel. In conclusion let’s accept our mediocrity and let’s accept our nature of humans.
We aren’t here to experience divine power; we are here to experience a mediocre experience with
a lot of feedback.
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What would you do if today is your last day in the dream of life experience? How do you free
yourself and what is the one thing that you can do in the last 24 hours? You can do what you like
and stay in comfort and consume your last shot in the comfort zone or you can do something that
you don’t like to do or something that you don’t like to achieve. Doing what you don’t want
makes the time go slower and the 24 hour parameter is changed, because you change it. Doing
what you don’t like gives you difference between good and bad. Go off your comfort zone, sleep
when you don’t want to sleep, eat something that you don’t like and take the opposite direction.
You never know what you may see changing a parameter in the dream of life experience.
If you were with at least 100 years in the future how would you feel? What do you see, how do
you see and how do you think? This mentality has to be applied in the present. Health is stable,
stress doesn’t exist and it’s illegal. Smart watches can see the activity of the heart and the cause of
incorrect feedback from the human body and they keep you in touch with this level. Once the
level reaches a danger mood your personal doctor is warned that something is wrong and contacts
you immediately. A lot of constructions are of glass and everything is white or transparent blue. All
system is based on codes that are printed on the special watches. You can do anything with your
watch and no smartphones is required. Cars can levitate and move without any limitation with a
system that is based on magnets and energy is finally free. A system that makes planet Earth
connected free exists and combines land and sky.
After days and nights of obsession I realize that truth and happiness was already inside me and that
nothing from my dream experience was not outside me. It was all a dream and it was a mind fault
and after a few materialized dreams with this attraction process I realized that that false feeling of
accomplishment is just an illusion for the mediocre rate perception and that the most important
things for you to ask is confidence and a big respect for who you are. This always went good and it
forced me out of stagnation, inactivity and the fact that I sleep often on me and woke me up
suddenly to reality, giving me a new lease on life and the energy for materialization and vitality for
a good health. I always felt special without any reason at all. I felt perfect and I wanted to be
perfect, because I had this obsession about it, but with this comes a big instability to support. I
asked other people if they feel special like me, but they were lost in the abyss assisted by demons. I
felt connected with all that it was around me and I didn’t understand why. What is so special inside
me? Who I am and from where I come? Why do I see what I see? Most of the time I felt perfect
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inside me, but also outside and I know the secrets of the Universe and I feel indestructible, but
with all this power comes responsibilities. Because of this I feel very emotional unstable. I believe
that perfection has something to do with the emotional system. I believe that is connected and they
can’t coexist one without the other. Perfection is made from clean emotions. The one who has
them becomes perfect, but instability exists and on every corner may sit an owl and not a dove.
The dove is the sign that represents me. The sign that always watched me as a child engraved in the
building that I used to grow. I don’t know why, but it was engraved near my balcony a picture
with a dove maybe by a worker with a creative mind and maybe he did do this in hope that the
dove will bless the building or maybe it was just for me. A red flag put there before materialization
in a small town from south Romania. I am aware that I chose to make my childhood in Dragasani,
my dream city. A place that didn’t say that much for people from province that goes though the
city without giving that much of importance, but for me it was everything and I didn’t need
anything. Childhood was the best time of my life, going out behind the block and to me it was
Heaven on Earth and all my friends from around the block had origin from engineer parents. An
immense happiness radiate to me while I was playing outside. It was something special in the air
and I was breathing energy or something different from the air, something like a dream and a
higher state so powerful than even now when I write I feel butterflies. This state of dream has
followed me in the dream of life experience wherever I went and whatever I did. The dream state
kept me away from dark and demons and showed me everything that is beautiful and kept me close
to the light. I am grateful for my childhood and also for my adolescence period and for all the
blessings in disguise, the mood and the health. I stretched a long way until something disconnected
me from the light, maybe just the fact that I was growing up or something that distracted me
completely. Maybe it was all the bling-bling, all the social media and in general, the lifestyle of a
mature kid with a car in front of the block and with money in the pocket. My mediocre rate
perception was taking me along with all the distraction and that is a dangerous. This always comes
like a car with the headlights turned off and can attack brutally without mercy pulling yourself into
total darkness, stealing your identity and just like that my source to light has not been possible and
for a long period of time I lost my vitality, my personality and my energy. I struggled a lot in search
of truth and to find solutions, but nothing was the same. A lot had changed and I disconnected
myself from this truth. Everything was false and ugly just like in a horror movie, but also very real.
I never encounter nothing like those bad feeling and I didn’t know how to control them. My
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feelings were stolen and I was empty with no connection and nobody to help me get over it. I ran
after things and the dream of life experience has such an irony that in the end I didn’t really wanted
and didn’t materialize. I gave up on this crazy dream, because nothing of all this matters and is all a
great illusion. The human controls everything that he sees and finally the experience and feelings
matters.
I believe that the light has a special meaning and when you are who you are you are light, you
know the truth and you know who you are and who you have to become and you are in a state of
awareness. Money and success transform you in a machine that only feeds the mediocre rate
perception and they don’t give you real satisfaction at all. We are not supposed to be successful and
we are here to experience. We are here to breathe and to believe, create and have self-security. I
wonder what higher beings thoughts and feelings are and what they can discuss. Let’s say they stay
at a table and discuss illumination and I wonder how they feel. Light is a demonstration of the
material and we live in our conscience. This is the dark side that we can’t see and it’s supposed to
be like this. We are not here for money and fame and still distractions are omnipresent. This can’t
be life or maybe we want to find who we are. Sometimes is hard to get away from distractions even
if you know the truth about this world. “What are we supposed to do here? Just breathe? Suffer?
Stay? Have money and fame? Love and be broke? Just for experience? Live one breath at a time
one foot at a time and day by day? To run all the time for money and material things and to limit
yourself doesn’t worth it anymore. The dream of life experience is more than this. We are more
than humans which makes us a part of the normality. Why you should follow the crowd and don’t
follow your bliss. Material things get you false joy for limited time. Chasing this happiness is not an
intelligent path and no evolution should come like this. The dream of life experience is beautiful
and is meant to be abundant. Accept everything and be at peace with heart. Study love, learn to
run, heal and feel the breeze. What a joy and I simply love the dream of life experience and I hope
that one day you will reach the same happiness to shift your destiny. Live life, be a hero and join
eternity. Angeles applause walking on a red carpet and in front I see clouds after this long journey
to find my way and I will see my dream come true. This was a revelation vision.
Leaving is hard, very hard....trust me; it is really bad. You feel a dark emotion in the cross
intersection and sometimes feelings from hell are forcing my nature. Burning chest and zero
confidence lies on me like a hot wind in the summer. It always shakes me like no other experience,
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like no other material and it don't go until you pray to go. In the end is worse staying than leaving.
I am talking to God right now and he knows that I've tried by best; I tried everything that I could
possible do as a human. I am satisfied with me and I feel pure, I feel save, I feel alive. I know that
he is trying to save me from this horrible demon that I put my self-confidence in. The demon
betrayed me and left me in a freezing-point. I did it again 3 times in a raw, the same mistake. I feel
that freedom is not that easy to achieve. Right now my confidence comes from the belief that it
“can't get worse than this”. Right now I don't feel hope, I don't care who is passing me by and in
this moment I feel nothing.
I cry, I get angry, I love and I have mercy. I am detached and I feel a cold wind blowing on my
forehead and I am in peace with myself like a cold river. I am feeling empty, but with a red heart in
the Christmas Eve I feel relaxed and without any pen to express this emotion I love life cause
materials are just an illusion. We have a heart so we have to use it, because nobody is responsible
for our own wind in the dream of life experience. Connection and light is everywhere, but in
order to see it you have to make it thru the storm and find your answers in the dark sea. What you
speak is controlling your world.
The world is frozen underwater and we leave it this way waiting for somebody to reach for us, but
we are doing nothing just sleeping and being unaware of what is happening. The projection or
what we see is false. We create what we see and feel and we are extension of our perception. We
are here, because we want to feel and perceive what means to feel. We control the body thru a
wireless experience and we are not here. Here is a map in order to experience a reality projection.
Why don’t we are aware of what is happening and what is the connection between mind and
body? Connection is lost, but why? I believe that it’s meant to be this way in order to be hard for
us to see and to be much more real and palpable. In conclusion nothing is important and you have
to create your own world and you have to keep it simple without losing yourself. Be specific and
go after it, plan and believe.
I can control you however I want and you can’t do anything about it. I can make you believe that
everything is alright and work well. I give the exact hour exactly how I want to and I do whatever
I want with you and your life. You said that I am below you, but who are you exactly? You
strongly believe that you are the storm, but I am the weather man. You don’t know what you
talking about and you behave like a demon, but don’t forget that I give you this impression and
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you are small and you are nothing. When comes to distractions or anything that is negative you are
present and you like it this way. Don’t forget that I created you and I can change you however I
want. Don’t be sure on your powers, because you will cry like a child. You just can’t understand
and you don’t like the idea that darkness can’t stay far away from light. I let you play and you feel
strong, but I control you emotions and I can control your life. You think you can do whatever you
want to, but you are controlled. I just push a button and you die. You become a consumable
product in an experience of consume and you know very well what I am talking about. I am
training myself, I am training my mind, I learn things and analyze your behavior when you have
power and I return on my feelings. I don’t feel anything for you and it’s all a test and when you
will get hit you will get ugly with no powers of restoration. You are not a phoenix and you are
nothing without my power and you are just for consumption. You can take a shot for me, because
you don’t know to appreciate your precious time and it’s normal for you that you can’t see the
light that shines within me, because you are in your blind darkness. You are lost and you think that
you know everything, but only your negative beliefs make you believe this. It seems like I had to
do with a demon that chose the light, but he lost himself in the abyss. Light is not an easy job and
it’s not for everybody and there aren’t a lot of people that get to the end of the tunnel just to see
the light. When you believe that you won…remember me.
When will you understand that all this distractions don’t get to anywhere? When you will
understand that the devil is present in all this distractions and doesn’t let you see the reality, doesn’t
let you see what is life and how is constructed. All this distractions have no purpose and no real
actions and you can’t see how you are moving and how you are thinking. You can’t see what is
important, what matters and you can’t appreciate the experience. This is what demons do; it
destroys you with short pleasures and many have fallen into this trap. There are a few people that
can see the light in all this darkness. Do you know what I realized tonight? I realized that you
represent nothing and you are nobody; a failed product of the society that we live in and you don’t
know what you talking about. I suppose you don’t know what solitude is and how beautiful can
be to ask yourself a lot of things, to dream a lot and to find some real answers and a meaning in
who you are, rather than all this distractions that you are talking about all day. You believe deep in
your heart that I am envious, but I don’t have any clue about what you are talking about. You
don’t know the meaning of nothing and you are lost and I hope you will continue to be like this,
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to misinform people and to have some fun among your thieves and your demons. Once again you
have been neutralized
I understand that things don’t go as they used to and that everything that you represented to me is
gone. It seems that you were a demon exactly as I felt from the beginning and so many things said
this, but you had your part of filling the human with false positive emotions just to seduce them.
You know this art very well and you have the impression that you know everything, but your little
vast experience is representing you. You failed on a ship that was destined to perdition and you like
to fool yourself. I told you these things, but you were sure about your small personality and you
even tried to show people that you are intelligent, but you are not. You didn’t listen to me and
you didn’t want to understand each other and to walk the path in peace and harmony. You came
to me like the wind, you and your mediocre principles to show me your dream to conquer the
kingdom of the sky. I told you that “I am the truth” and “I know all that it” and “I know all that
existed” and I told you it will not work with me this way. You didn’t take things seriously and you
were on another movie with different plans. You wanted to change me, but it didn’t work. I
understand that is hard to deal with the master, a lot of demons had tried, but failed miserably and
you thought that with low experience you can access my belief system and play with it how you
want to. Your passive behavior tells a lot about you. You talk a lot and you do nothing and your
words don’t make good house with your actions. You are free and out of the equation and I give
you now full permission to go away and intoxicate your thoughts alone. I hope you will think of
me when you are on the beach and belief that you were naive and don’t forget that you had luck in
your low life and the rough diamond slipped through your fingers, but you didn’t know this
because you don’t know how to recognize something so beautiful. Goodbye beast, take care, I
destroyed you for eternity and you will no longer intoxicate people with negative beliefs. Before
you started your harmful way you had to know that things done in the dark can’t stay away from
the light; you are neutralized with acid.
I guess the time has paid off finally and it’s December. Love the smell of success in the afternoon.
But the war is still running and maybe I won a little battle. Demons visit me sometimes and give
me negative emotions to feel, but I have light and I don't embrace them. Morning dreams with
saints woke me up. Thoughts in my mind remain after, thinking about them and trying to figure it
all and then it hit me with this thought “devils betrayed you”.
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They promise you this lifestyle and then give you obsessions. Ironically in the end I didn't want all
of this bling-bling and it was just a dream, but it felt so real. Emotional scratches remain here and I
don't understand clearly this process. Why I have to deal with such emotional lightning that
demolish me so bad in order to reconstruct from the bottom again and again. I didn't have no
knowledge, no information. It was me, God and this machine that helped me search information.
Some sort of keyboard with letters and a screen all connected. That is how it started with my
decision and my intention. Where did I get that energy from? Well, heartbreaks of course. I said
that I am so unstable when it comes to emotional lightning.
Life is an act of courage and intelligence and who created this projection of this world is very
creative and very smart. We live in a Universe that is stamped by numbers and I believe that right
now is necessary to start a new year, because the world that is manifested in the present moment,
can’t survive any longer in this conditions. The Universe wasn’t created by a big bang and doesn’t
have no starting point and no end point; all that exists is here. The universe was put here just the
way it is to have a meaning and to experience a new way of consumer program based on
mediocrity. By thinking with the mediocre rate perception that the Universe was invented by
someone and somehow you access the material intelligence which leads you to mediocrity. The
thinking is wrong and it has to be simpler than all this questions and answers. I believe that the
phenomenon that accepts the simple explications to be realist and near perfection and truth is more
supreme than the mediocre rate perception. I know that the experience is created by a unity, but
the unity is very intelligent to be capable to create such a program based on mediocrity and
normality. I believe this construction is the bigger and intelligent manifested material ever existed.
This is the only proof of intelligence I can see in the Universe. You will see in the Alspel that I
accomplished all the universal questions and I created for people from planet Earth the necessary
instructions for life. It is important to know who you are and what you are and what is happening
and to possess the necessary instructions for life, but in the end we are a simple representations of a
physical body that is meant to experience the dream of life. We are born naked and we die naked,
naked in our manifested expression and also naked in our thoughts, emotions and belief. The
dream of life experience has a lot to offer when it comes to material experiences and it is good to
have strong values and to maintain them, but in the end you are who you are and this is the
ultimate success and the ultimate abundance. It is not necessary for everybody to have instructions
for life and to experience all that is flashy, because this is not the purpose and we don’t have to
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achieve a situation that we consider that is good or necessary; the purpose is to be yourself and to
be happy with who you are from where you are and to be aware of what you can do in the dream
of life experience for your own happiness and experience.
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Door 7 in Alma
Zero confidence with zero dreams and no commitment. A long journey is waiting for me to pack
my thoughts and go. Thinking about beginning this process and I have some information about
attraction and what I want to materialize, but I feel is more than this so I have to study more and
learn more about life and attraction. Getting in touch with some popular books of self-confidence
and I found my starter pack. I have little information to walk forward and some life advices. Found
a lot of information about this regular meditation that you have to stay with the hands on your
knees, but I feel a lot of resistance, because is something strange for me and I am not connected. So
I remember that water helps me when I have something on my mind and it keeps recalibrating my
thoughts. Why not make this meditation with my legs in water and make my own version of it. I
know that I have to push forward, because is hard to get in touch with this myself. Thoughts are
racing in my mind when I do this and I can't focus on nothing. Most of the time I meditate and I
think about what I want to materialize and who I want to become. I like when I do it, because it
makes me feel something. Days are passing by and I still feel a lot of resistance and I have a lot of
weight on me. Feeling down, but in this period of time for some reason I have a strong willpower
to go and to push it hard. I stay a lot of the time around me and I still want to do this, but
sometimes it feels so hard to do this. My mind is racing so fast and I am trying to get in touch with
me and be stable once and for all, but it seems like the way I am growing up I understand that you
can't achieve a stable state, you can't get a comfort zone and life is not meant to be this way, but
still in this time and space things work like this and I have to accept this proof as a reality.
It is late January and this time of the year is a well time for initiation. In recover from the world
disaster that I experienced on Christmas, I developed a stable energy for changing. Distraction is
always on my reality experience. This demon is disturbing my present moment and doesn’t let the
process to begin. I feel pleasure and excitement. I give it a chance for a couple of days to see what
happens, but with no future from in the view, I betrayed the demon. I see it burning in front of me
and this is giving me hope, but I feel that I am not me.
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The magic moment is here. Feeling a lot stable, I packet my thoughts and I am waiting for the train
to come to get me where I want to get. I wear black glasses and after a couple of minutes I realize
that is no train. Ironical laugh on my face, I get up and go to a safe point in order to become more
self-aware of the attraction process. I visualize in my mind 2 bottles of liquid smelling good and I
feel like I am dying of thirst. I am working hard with my mind, zero confidence, no response from
my brain cells and no response from God. Thoughts are racing in my mind with no control over
my emotions or beliefs. I have to recalibrate my brain and create a new program to initiate a
procedure for achieving what is lost. This procedure of having my legs or hands in contact with salt
water for a couple of minutes are rising my state and it’s giving me a sensation of self-awareness, I
like it and I feel a little better. I like it with hot water, but I found out that cold also works well. I
guess maybe I have to meditate with my eyes closed, my hands on my knees and with the palm in
the sky direction. It's getting better and this 101 meditation that I developed is helping me in the
present moment, but a lot of resistance is following me. Thoughts are rolling in my mind at the
speed of light and I can’t control them, because I feel like I am blocking the natural flow that wants
to come to me. I feel ill and I want to evade from this prison of thoughts. It’s like 5 a.m. and I
found this book with some information to proceed forward in my path. Tomorrow I will start
exploring and thinking.
I studied 2 motivational books and it's alright for now. I am out in the crowd and I hear loud
music. Humans are drinking color liquid and act strange. This K-demon stepped of my feet. I hear
apologies and I feel apologies. She asked me things that I don't understand. I don't feel that
communication is working on us. Finally, I let her to inspire me and nothing special happens, till
demon hits again. She is persevering very well and I let her talk via social media. I see a dating
proposal and communication start happening. I am stable on my process and a little distraction can't
get me out of the track. I feel distracted, but I am very permissive.
I have lot of sins that I don't feel the need to express them with the world. I have some undesirable
habits and don't develop any new desirable habits. I think that I have habits which are out of my
control and I feel weak. I feel betrayed and I am with all my sins alone. I feel grateful that I have
the power to fully understand patience and perseverance. More relaxed after meditation, I decide
that I need something that would make a difference in this world. Mathematical thoughts are in my
mind right now. I choice one and that is 443 520 595. I don't want to express this emotion and
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thought with nobody, but soon they will understand. After all this months of slow movement I feel
confident. No distraction, continuously meditation and continuously feeling better and self-aware
I want to experience some material possessions in this part of my life. There is a blue car that this
men want me to pay a 6 numbers and it’s snowing. As I am walking on my daily basic I try to
vision myself in the present moment having desirable things and honor. Emotions given by sins are
destroying my inner peace, but I feel strong emotions of power.
Enough is enough and it’s been some time from when I started meditation, but distractions are
everywhere. I have to take this seriously and make a difference in this world, because is full of mess
and this is goodbye. From now I am meditating double, because I want to receive a thought to get
much closer to what I have to do. I am starting to feel something about messages, about dreams
and attraction. I like to read the best ones and to experience the feelings of the best ones that lived
on planet Earth. Also I feel exalted when I watch movies about the Universe.
I have all the information to eat healthy and I decided to update my diet and vegan sounds
awesome. No meat, just raw food for a period. I want to begin each day with spirulina, chlorella
and zeolite powder. I am keeping my positive thoughts in order and as I drink from this high
vibration diet I feel connected like never before. I am walking through nature far away from
distraction and to experience non-resistance. I am taking care of my physical body and I assimilate
a lot of information from documentaries about special people who lived on planet Earth, who did
things and I pray that I achieve not only “the soul of Jesus” doing the “Soul of Jesus meditation”,
but also take the wisdom from all the best people that remained in history. I listen to binaural beats
each night to connect more with the Universe and detox my pineal even more.
I have willpower and I meditate everyday 2 or 3 times per day about 40 min per session. I want to
accept this attraction plan as a part of myself so I do a routine everyday even if it hurts, but I really
want to achieve my best reflection and reach all information about this world. I want to have 101%
self-confidence doing this humble meditation and I feel like is helping me to change. I feel that is
helping me to connect with myself with “I” that I was in my child days. This is the emotional
vision that I have to remember, because that is where I left me, the real me. Still I remember that I
want to accomplish my best dreams so I standstill to receive an idea from somewhere to materialize
my dreams. 13 March is the best day of my life, because finally, I receive this idea. It was worth it
to do this meditation for about one month and a half and it is 5 a.m. and I am doing the 101
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meditation. I am thinking about my dreams and suddenly, without my intention my mouth said
"How did I make 100,000,000 euros?"...Ops...this sounds like a book so this is what I have to do.
My eyes are opened and I have to make a book in order to receive this amount. Ok, write it down
and search online "how to publish a book" and the information is here. I see that you can selfpublish a book for a reasonable price. Yes! As I go to sleep I thank God.
I know very well what I have to do in order to achieve my best reflection. I know instruction for
life, they are projected on my pupils every day, but sometimes it feels so strange to know that this
process is a blind experience. I mean is like a game, I am blind and I have to follow my emotional
system and use it as sonar to play this game name the dream of life experience. That means that my
emotional system has to work at full performance in order to make the right decisions in the
projection zone.
A couple of days later...I said. “I will begin now and somehow in one week the book will be done.
I never did this, how do I make a book? ” . “I will do it anyway still I have nothing, but time”.
After one week the book is done, but...is a mess. “I will do it, because I want this so bad”. Said and
done and after one week the book is good. Now make an account rapidly on this free self-publish
site and get your book out there on the best platforms so the people can see it and that is all. I did
my job and I have to sit back and wait. In the meantime, let's learn some more about the dream of
life experience.
In search for instructions for life to raise my knowledge I recover some tips for healthy lifestyle also
known as high vibrational diet. Finding and consuming spirulina, chlorella and zeolite powder
sounds very good. Fresh 16 April 15’ I will focus on consuming this type of foods with little or
without any meat intervention in my diet. I am listening everyday with my earphones to high
frequencies for decalcifying and activation of my pineal gland in order to receive information
crystal clear. In the last days of the month I begin to feel weird, the activation started and I feel
flawless, connected and in non-resistance like a feather. I am on my way and I am feeling good and
I will push forward.
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I began to experience the results of this high vibrational diet. I am pushing hard on my physical
body thru gym. Body and mind are interconnected so both have to be healthy. My intention is on
my dream and I have hope. I ask myself each day a lot of things and I visualize myself beyond
ordinary. Day and night I dream a lot. Even if I am walking in the park observing the parameters of
the program that we live in or I am just before sleep, I dream and I dream big. I experience
different things and different places with my thoughts and emotions and with my eyes closed. I am
trying to find myself, I am asking, I am searching and I will find my love. I accept different dates
for my dream to become reality and I decide when to happen and what to achieve.
I think I need a break. I pushed so hard that right now I am lost .Information comes to me each
day and I have to struggle to keep it in control and now I am doing the perfectionist game and
obsessions get to me so easily. I feel that struggle exist and it's happening right now as the wisdom
crowd says “move forward”. I am becoming obsessive and I have lots of material desires in my
mind and I just want them. I think I want to express my power within me with all the material
desires. I have days when I quit this experience for security reasons. Self-confidence is one thing,
but I feel self-delusion. I have to stop it and try to re-enter in the real life, because I dreamed a lot.
I will get out of my mind and I will get it if I have to. I am very obsessive to act and very obsessive
to think. This feeling is devouring me, but I'm strong for this experience and I go beyond my
demons. Obsessions are killed by this man with a disease running in a parking lot for me to help
him with some money to buy some food and I get scared and run away from him with no feelings
for a second, but then it hit me. I feel total depressed for couple of hours and then I let it go.
Thoughts like “What is happening with you”, “A lot of people are in struggle”, “You have
everything and you don't deserve it”, “You want more”, “Greediness is taking part of your life”,
“That man was in struggle”. He showed me his syringe that he had to inject everyday with insulin
in order to live:
“I am total unaware of what I feel right now. Explosions of mixed emotions get me down”
“I feel so sad and thoughts are on my mind.”
“God, please forgive me I am praying for this man”
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It's heaven just a dream, because I like the term “dream” even if it is a dream made reality or just
the inscription on there. What dreams can bring and what are dreams? I like escaping the material
form anytime I want thru dreaming even it’s on a field of grass or before sleep. There is no key to
happiness and no key to success and what matters is inside you. I am starting with the man in the
mirror. I find my beliefs in the mirror, I find what I love and begin from there. Obsession is for
people who forced dreams to become reality. Maybe I want it, but I don't desire it and don’t
resonate with who I am. The mind understands that wanting is a pending process, a dream in the
afternoon and it’s not the same as possessing it and in conclusion it doesn’t manifest and it doesn't
begin the process of becoming. To create and to understand it’s not that easy as presented.
Understanding who you are, what you think, where you come from, why you want it, the
difference between want it and desire it. It's about your emotional system, your belief system the
intimacy on good or bad. It's about a healthy lifestyle that is maintained by a high vibrational diet,
clean thoughts, detachment and youth interior. Life is meant to be abundant, but it’s not the case in
the dream of life experience. The dream of life experience is more for acceptance and expression of
the person that I am. The dream of life is the single experience that I can access the expression of
“Who I am” in a physical body, but this experience is mediocre and a lot of power is lost by
materializing. In fact is supposed to be this way, because is there between heaven and hell and the
border between good and bad. That's the price we have to pay to experience all this physical
process. Think about if life was abundant from zero, why should we experience the dream of life?
It is very good how things work here, now. Sometimes I have thoughts that this way was always
working, but our eyes see that material is working in a physical experience, but our true sense is
not here. Hell or heaven doesn't exist and is just a perception. You can experience hell by having
negative outputs as well you can experience heaven by having positive inputs in your life.
This world of empty people, greedy humanoids and full of resistance has an expiration date. The
perception is wrong and I want to speak out load from the deep of my heart that all is here. I feel
resistance thru my thoughts and it is getting annoying. I let go of the resistance and I want to
connect to the normal rate perception for ultimate intelligence. Why I am so obsessed and don’t
want to let go? I want to say something or maybe I am dreaming. Maybe presenting the Alspel to
the world will clear a lot of things in the dream of life experience and I hope that the experience
will be a lot better with the 22 ALSPEL presented in a material form and I hope that people will
understand and accept instructions for life 22 for the sake of the experience.
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I’m Right Now/The 7 Rainbows

White Rainbow
Right now I have any skill inside or outside, I know what I have to do and what I may not, and it’s
in me right now.
Right now I am satisfied with my originality.
Right now my source can drink all the necessary water for the fountain of the dream of life
experience.
Right now I live in the present moment, day one in the dream of life experience.
Blue Rainbow
Right now I have the mighty power to receive all that I want from me.
Right now I have rivers of living water of thought
Right now the dream of life is in me and spills from me.
Right now I have the key to access whatever experience I want within me.
Right now I have the keys to open and close the doors I want.
Right now I have the key to open new experiences in me and lock the mediocre rate perception
within me.
Right now I have all the power within me.
Right now I have the promise within me that I manifested my beliefs.
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Right now I have the ability and the promise of me that I AM RIGHT NOW.
Pink Rainbow
Right now I have freedom.
Right now I am free of the world structure and paper called money.
Right now I am total free from any disrespectful thoughts that can affect my immune system and
no attachment links of any desires that wants to distract my originality.
Right now the weak nature has no power over me.
Right now I am free to do as I want.
Right now any experience is YES.
Right now indolence and confusion don't have any power of me.
Purple Rainbow
Right now it is here and not tomorrow and everything is now as in the beginning.
Right now I drink the pure milk of wisdom and I grow within me as a wisdom child.
Right now my eyes can see. I am grateful. Right now my ears can hear. I am grateful. Right now
my mouth can taste. I am grateful. I feel this experience as a divine manifestation.
Right now I am grounded in pure security.
Right now the mighty and the welfare I am.
Right now I am full of fuel, from my kingdom of emotions and thoughts, and it’s open right now.
Green Rainbow
Right now I work within me.
Right now I have joy, wealth, hope and welfare.
Right now I am good and careful with people around me.
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Right now I have access to the Big Bank of experience in the dream of life.
Right now I have full potential in me.
Right now I have all the knowledge in me.
Right now all the material knowledge is in me.
Right now I have all the understanding in me.
Right now I have the supreme originality in me.
Yellow Rainbow
Right now I am good.
Right now the richest non-believer alive has nothing and the poor believer have everything right
now.
Right now I have maximum courage within me to do what I want to do.
Right now all that it is and was is right now.
Right now I have all that I can believe and is right now.
Right now I have all that makes my life worthy, good, prosper and happy, because I have me.
Right now I take action thru me and I have direction.
Right now I can see divinity and truth with my eyes in the dream of life experience.
Right now I can touch who I am in my heart and I can see my direction right now.
Right now I am free from any religious manifestation that wants to say what I can do or not.
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The 22 ALSPEL

ALSPEL 1:1
There is no GOD, supreme manifestation named bigger than you. The name God represents
evolution and God is simple. God is a feeling, a state of evolution, higher vibration or action, nonlimit, non-resistance state of mind, unconditional security, silence and peace. I believe in me and I
believe in you. I believe that what we see is an experience with mixed emotions and eyes are just a
part of the normality of the dream of life experience. A supreme manifestation doesn’t exist and it
feel like somebody is there in the sky, because the reflection of our perception. It reflects the same
image, but in different creation. I believe that we are a representation of a supreme manifestation in
a human body. The first is the ultimate perception of the dream of life and the second is the flesh
that makes us a part of the normality in the dream of life experience. This game with mixed
emotions is a game that we all created in order to experience mixed actions and emotions and the
abundance exists.
ALSPEL 1:2
Our language can change our behavior, mental health, thoughts and emotion and in conclusion we
deceive our true self. With different language come different traditions and different lifestyles based
on traditions and the city that we grew up, our parent that educate us and give us beliefs and
emotions from their experiences. This is how the structure of a human is created and modified.
The human must have the courage to see his true sense and make it a reality in the dream of life
experience; a representation of his own style and personality. Sometimes, I wonder how the next
person thinks, perceive and feel everything. We are like actors, born and raised in different time
and space with different perceptions about what is life, what we are, what we can do, our path and
how we can find it.
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ALSPEL 1:3
In the dream of life experience we tend to lose our true self and we don't ask ourselves what is that
we see and what life means, because of the distractions. I guess a lot of people are not aware of
what they came for. We are here to experience and to give the world a different level of
experience thru our own uniqueness, but all this different distractions get people attached by
material and negative thoughts like there are limitation, like there is just an amount of something
and life has to be like this. Ironically the dream of life experience is made from abundance and the
reality that is perceived is created by each individual. What you see is a clear expression of the
things that you believe in, the things that you like and what you die for. Life is just and when you
put the correct amount of beliefs and emotions you see life in colors, but an incorrect amount can
get you to see life in negative colors.
ALSPEL 1:4
No information about instructions for life is promoted and people experience abuse of negative
experience and a delusional path. A lot of energy is put into the mediocre rate perception with
social networks and meaningless products, the mind is always racing for material that doesn't even
matter at all and the focus is on the opposite direction. Without a true sense of awareness people
don't know who they are and what is happening right now. On one hand is good and normal to
not know everything and to not be like a supreme manifestation, because it’s a part of the
normality that we live in to experience the material, but one other hand people have to know at
least the minimum information about what is happening and accept the dream of life experience.
Most of the people don’t know what is happening never mind of knowing who they are and what
they have to do here. The world shows only the script “work and sleep” and people are born and
they see this and they emulate that and can’t recognize the originality. Everybody is unique and can
do something special for the dream of life experience and this has to be the single work to do.
ALSPEL 1:5
Live life the real way and make it how you want it, because it is all a dream. Why do you make
things so complicated? This is not why you experience the dream of life. In the end we all die so
you have to create something in your mind that works with you and gives you a meaning in the
dream of life experience, something that you are passionate about and want to work for a material
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representation of who you are in this experience. When your life is abundant you experience
heaven and when you experience negative feedback you experience hell. Heaven and hell are a
state of mind so stop believing in paranormal activities as well in thoughts or beliefs that you hear
from mediocre people that don’t have normal coordinates. Find your answers in you and stop the
outside. All that you believe is true is real. Stay grounded and honest to who you are, for your
thoughts, for your emotions, for your beliefs and you will see answers and perfection.
ALSPEL 1:6
Without solitude you can’t connect with a supreme manifestation. What is a supreme
manifestation? When I was younger I thought that God looks like an old bearded man in the sky
that is very good and can help us thru hard times. But now I have a deeper understanding of me
and I don't believe in God anymore. For me God is a thought for mediocre people that don't have
101 percent divine confidence in their normal rate perception. 101 divine confidence means
having secure confidence without any negative thoughts, doubts or limits and without asking why.
To have this crazy belief in you that nobody can stop you and it doesn't matter what is happening
outside. I want to tell you that when I learn this attraction process I believed in a supreme
manifestation, but now I experience the feeling that I am God. I believed in me and I have 101
percent secure confidence in me. This world is a dream and you have to take it as it is. You have to
have that believe that you are a powerful representation in a material form in the dream of life
experience and that this world is yours and you can make it the way you want it. You control the
world and the world is at your feet praying for you and this thought is real, real as it can be. It is
manifesting right now, but everything has a price so you need a lot of solitude in order to connect
with your inner self, to ask questions and see the truth. The supreme manifestation that you are
searching for is you and you are here and have everything that you need with you in you.
ALSPEL 1:7
Visualization is a higher process and when you visualize a situation you enter the constructor in
solving your needs by accessing the normal rate perception for help and plans. That is where you
can see or achieve your best reflection because in this way you receive your plans to build
everything that you want in the dream of life experience. Emotional system, believe system have to
be updated for you to access this plans via bridge. The pineal gland is the bridge that connects your
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mediocre rate perception to the normal rate perception. The normal rate perception is the
constructor or God. That is where you create your new world and take plans for you to construct
in the dream of life experience. When you will believe in the dream of life experience the plans
will come to you and it will appear suddenly in the mediocre rate perception.
ALSPEL 1:8
Somehow, I suddenly see all organic. It doesn't matter what it is, it just feels this way after the truth
has been accepted deeply within the believe system. With this I mean that everything is connected
and if you think about it and you cut down the material it is very clear that everything is made
from the same thing and has the same structure. When you are aware of the dream of life
experience you feel connected and you can see the experience thru your emotional system and the
intuition is set to change parameters in your perception for you to experience the originality that is
expressed in the dream of life experience.
ALSPEL 1:9
I believe that we feel before we think. Material things have low vibration and it’s nothing better
and bigger than you. The expression of the physical body is the “Who you are” and there is
nothing bigger than your perception and your material expression in the dream of life experience;
you are a supreme manifestation. Who are you grateful for? There is no God and if the ball isn’t
black than it’s white so the real creator is you and you are the one who deserve this recognition.
You are grateful to you so you don't have to say “I am thankful for” you just have to feel the
emotion for yourself. You have to offer this appreciation to yourself and it’s enough to just feel the
result of your delight, of your expression as a material body, but also the expression of your
thoughts and emotions. You have to be grateful for you and the originality that you possess that is
unique and that is your power to manifest and you have to use it as an expression of who you are in
the dream of life experience.
ALSPEL 1:10
The material can modify the spirit affecting the mediocre rate perception with abnormal
parameters and once this part it’s accomplish a strong delusional path appears in front of your eyes
with total blindness. People are unstable and the material can modify your emotions and beliefs so
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you have to stay focused on who you are and what you have to do to become more aware of who
you are. Materials are a part of the normality of the program and also a part of the experience, but
the material can keep you distracted from what is important and that is the awareness of who you
are. Fears are defeated thru positive mindset with roots in the belief system. Faith consists in the
grounded parameter in the belief system that is set on a material form dream life experience and it’s
a very clear aspect of a constructed parameter that is already done.
ALSPEL 1:11
I chose this world because my enthusiasm exploded, until materialization. I wanted to be in this
world to help people, be my best reflection and change the world based on my perception. I am
not here just to work it out and we are here for the same scope. Death is the only way out and the
reason why we forget who we are or what we are or where we come from is based on death.
Death dissolves everything because is preparing you for your next universal experience. You don't
have to know what it was, because you felt it already. I am sure that out there are infinite worlds to
choose and life after death exists. You already know and you just project circumstances that will
help you understand who you really are.
ALSPEL 1:12
It is so hard sometimes and I feel like I am dying inside, but I know that what I experience right
now is preparing the big picture for me to experience what is necessary. Maybe I don't understand
the circumstances right away, but I know that this helps me to know me more and achieve my best
reflection. I like staying in the presence of people who ask themself “What day it is?” .Be bold,
laugh and you will make anything that you want and as times goes by you will automatically learn
to let go of the things that makes you die inside. I used to think that I am walking in the parks of
Heaven every day in the morning, loving life the way it supposed to be and the more I was happy
and align with this great power, the voice in my head become more crisp and clear. Lighting can
be very strange to attain, but in the end it is worth it and all things begin to shape the way you feel
about them. It’s very easy, but easy it is just a perception and it all starts with the first dream. “It is
all just a dream and I am the creator of this reality. When I accessed the dream of life experience
my thoughts of who I am disappeared, but my feelings remain so I had to discover and decide
going thru the world who I am and why I am here. I created this reality the way it is with good
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and bad. The dream life may be called 'lost and found' and has no secrets or mysteries.” There is
nothing to seek or search. The purpose of this dream experience is just for fun and relaxation, to
feel this simulation, to feel this moment and be free. To be free means that you are in full control
of you actions and thoughts and you are not attached by no material including humans. There is no
other thing to experience than this. Accept the present and wonder at things.
ALSPEL 1:13
A balance between your belief and emotion is necessary for total awareness, a balance of your belief
and emotion that you experience now. You have to be focused on balance, because if your
emotions are to strong and you can’t control them, the belief system has to suffer. The believe
system is more important than the emotional system; you are what you believe you are and it is
more necessary to believe than to feel. Emotions are a part of the normality of the dream of life
experience, but emotions can keep you distracted and away from what you believe in, from who
you are, from what is necessary for you to evolve in the present moment. Negative emotions are
good sometimes; remember what is important and try to maintain a normal rate perception that
can make your intuition pop out. What you do, believe, think and experience are getting you
where is necessary. There is no fail plan and all the solutions have positive endings in the dream of
life experience.
ALSPEL 1:14
Here everything is possible. All that it is and is possible is right here in front of you. There are no
secrets to reveal, to explain or to be founded and it is just a dream. You see what you feel. Your
needs appear in front of you and all is made from the same material and a lot of extensions. All is
connected via the same type of material that the dream of life experience is constructed. Live this
moment assisted by your inner voice so you can remember it with pleasure. All that matters is the
present, nothing is forever and no possession that we have is truly ours. All things require a state of
awareness and it needs time to understand what it is and why is necessary. It’s not the butterfly
effect right in the stomach, but a deeper sense of life understanding. Your true meaning means
detach. Your true meaning means surrender. Your true meaning is universal and has no feelings
attach to it. Your true meaning is awareness; your true meaning is balance. The universal state is a
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background parameter that is hard to see from an improper mind. There is no detach between
physic and spirit; it’s a unity. What we are is all and what it is will never be revealed.
ALSPEL 1:15
When you lose your awareness about the dream of life experience, when you lose your instructions
for life you lose yourself. Life is your playground and you are the creator, you are aware of what is
happening day by day and you can do whatever you feel you can do. Our perception of the dream
of life experience is done by our brain. Our brain perceives things thru our belief system with
brutal answer in the emotional system. The belief system has to be managed, because there are a lot
of infiltrators that can sneak into the system and change parameters without any permission. The
mediocre rate perception is the mind that you can perceive everything and can be called the devil.
The hidden conscience is God and is the normal rate perception. There are no separations between
the two perceptions and it’s all a unity.
ALSPEL 1:16
Time is a parameter in the dream of life experience. The flow of life is moving and doesn’t wait for
nobody. All that is happening right now including your thoughts, emotions and beliefs are
happening right now. Nowadays, we forgot our place in the normal experience and the forgotten
luxury that we have. The mentality is like “material represents all” and success is an emotional
feeling that is required to be experienced now which is not the focus we need. The dream of life is
provided with emotional feedback to recover information from the exterior. It has to feel real,
elsewhere why experience it? It is all organic and you can access different points in time to change
you perception about your present. Visualization is an extraterrestrial form of understanding in
2016. The reality that you perceive is a representation of the believe system, the dream is made
from thinking, from visualization, the aware of the dream of life experience. The experience is
made from desire and not energy. Desire is a form of energy, a form of wanting a form of
movement so it’s defined as energy, but what really creates the material form is desire and desire is a
thought attached to a belief system with feedback in the emotional system. In conclusion nothing is
real and nothing really matters, but experience. The result of experience is a form of consumption.
The dream of life experience is a world based on consumption, not attachment. Life is a big dream
and I am so grateful to be here to feel the experience I encounter in my path.
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ALSPEL 1:17
The expression of the material in the dream of life experience is desire and people chose this type
of world from infinite possibilities. This is what humans experience today and the experience that
we all coexist in is created by humans. The dream of life is a representation of a material form in a
cube experience with rules like similarity, weather, money, time, seasons, mixed emotions,
language and so on, but what is not seen is different. Without awareness of the body and
perception people can’t see the unseen. The material is a part of the normality of the dream of life
experience, but without a strong connection of the perception, emotions and beliefs people aren’t
prepared to experience. Without instructions you don’t know how to function and to maintain an
experience or a product expressed into a material form. The experience is dominated by laws and
so the human as a part of the experience. Even birth is a rule in the dream of life experience.
ALSPEL 1:18
The dream of life has hints set at different times and spaces to help us rediscover the forgotten path
and remind us about our mission here on planet Earth. We have to discover our path by the flags
that we put before materialization and then the dream of life experience is safe. Hints may appear as
a dream, city where we grew up and more often in the childhood. There are no forces from the
exterior that can modify the action of man and no one can leave planet Earth, because it’s not
possible. We are not allowed and there is nothing to search and find. The single mission is to make
the program a better place and to experience. Planet Earth must be evolved to a New Universal
Experience. If I have to choose to be in this program I will do it because my desire. The program
has viruses and must be cleaned. We came here for helping and not accumulation of wealth,
disrespect and arrogance. Humans forgot what they came for.
ALSPEL 1:19
There is life after life; there is experience after experience and there is dream after dream. There is
no death after life and death means nothing. Death is a part of the normality in the dream of life
experience and it’s meant to be this way for the normality of the program, a transition for the
material to be dissolved and a correct connection for the first rule that creates the dream of life
experience which is time. It is just a part of the normality of the material form to be cleaned. Life
after death is a random experience done by thoughts of the present life and good or bad actions. If
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you are a good person and you have good thoughts, you make good decisions and accumulate
actions that will prepare your desires for a new form of experience in a new dream life.
ALSPEL 1:20
A strong man is the one who believes blindly. You don’t have to learn nothing; you just have to
focus on your believe system on what is planted there from the beginning. The answers are here
and not in the exterior. The exterior may tell you how to manipulate the material, but the exterior
will not tell you how to manipulate your own dream life experience. What you believe without
any information from the exterior exists in your mind and also in the exterior. What you believe is
true; you don’t need proof and you don’t need other people opinions. The dream of life is
constructed based on parameters from inside; they are already here. Learn how to read them
properly.
ALSPEL 1:21
The conversion to material form from a thought is hard at the beginning. Plans have to be taken
from the normal rate perception and materialize them in the dream of life experience. Creation can
be explained as a process of “conversion of thoughts” and creation needs visualization. When you
let go you experience temperance, silence, equilibrium and high frequencies and thoughts with
higher vibrations heals the body. The process can be very complex visualization in excess leads to
overthinking. Obsessions appear and this can be a very crucial obstacle in your path to
materialization. The energy for creation is needed and is necessary to enter in contact with this
form of fuel. When we align with this great power our life unfolds our birth desire. We have the
right to know that our beliefs are much safer than others beliefs. We have to create our experience
in the mind and feel it in the present moment. Staying in your dreams, visualization and applying
emotions is a safety mode to detach from the dream life cube. Make a commitment to accept
yourself. Let go off your ambition to fight against the airstream and connect to the rhythm of the
dream life experience. Move away from the airstream by not doing anything. If the process is going
in the right direction a reflection from childhood is present. The present is a past mirror. You can
take the best out there and compare it to the present. See if you’re feelings from the childhood is
matching with the feelings from the present. Are you in the right waters? Do you feel connected?
Rebuild your present by a childhood memory.
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ALSPEL 1:22
The concept of attraction or the law of attraction is not responsible for our dream manifestation,
but us who coexist in this dream of life experience. We are responsible for our dream life and it’s all
a projection in real time. A permanent connection has to be established with the normal rate
perception so that ideas can be seen for you to materialize a projection in a material form in the
dream of life experience. You have to know who you are and what is the natural flow that you
have to follow; what corresponds with your emotions and beliefs and what can you give to the
dream of life experience. What is your original sign in a material form? .The lack of
communication between the mediocre rate perception and the normal rate perception can get you
out of the track with serious consequences including death or out of control dream life experience.
ALSPEL 1:23
I began to search for material and for answers, but there is nothing you can find and delusions are a
big part of this experience. I believed that possession will fulfill my empty spaces, but I was wrong.
This entire 1,000,000 miles road to wishes made me realize that I was searching for myself.
Sometimes it is safe to let life to surprise you and it’s a big difference between want and desire.
People who want material are obsessive and don’t know who they are and what is the path that is
normal for them and they don’t want to work for the dream that they have. To dream is free, but
to materialize you have to take actions in the dream of life experience. It is normal to take actions
for your dream in order to see it in a material form and this is a part of the normality of the
experience. The desire is different, because it receives a call in the belief system and is more natural
to accomplish and possess it. It is already here and the actions are already in your normal rate
perception; you already exist with the projection and the vibe is perfect. The normal rate
perception knows what you desire. The mediocre rate perception only wants it, without any
judging.
ALSPEL 1:24
Destiny is the transition between who you are and who you have to be. You have no power to
modify this reality until you exit this transition. The transition between limit and non-limit, poor
to rich, today to tomorrow takes time and your perception and belief system has to be modified for
ascension. You have to do what the normal rate perception has to do. When you delete your limits
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connection happens and then you just have to figure what the plan is so you can unfold it and meet
your destiny for ascension to the next level of the dream life experience. By doing good things in
this time and space you create your next life. Based on good or bad you can meet your destiny and
accomplish the tasks to fulfill it. The program himself is a blind program and you are older than
your parents.
ALSPEL 1:25
Forward is the single direction. No need for overthinking, no need for simulating scenes in your
mind, no left or right and all the mysteries are inside you. You chose the dream of life experience
and the dream of life is set for you. No need for complaints. No need for suffering. No need to
explain yourself and explain you pure emotions to society. The truth is that you are alone in the
crowd. You are here to experience something original, something that you wanted to feel in a
material form creation. You are not here to heal, you are not here to do what you don’t want to do
and you are not here to follow. You are here to accept the dream of life experience as it is. You are
here to materialize all your crazy visualization and dreams. You are here to create, you are here to
prosper, you are here to move mountains, you are here to win and you are here to have it all for
yourself and to stay in this type of emotions for your own joy. The dream of life is an experience
and consume program and it’s meant to be this way for you and for your dreams so you can
manifest them correctly. I called heaven and hell a state of mind and is no more to say about them.
You can experience heaven as a beautiful program with original emotions or you just could
experience hell as a painful and obsessive program. You can overthink, you can be sad, you can be
nervous, you can have a hard time explaining yourself, you can suffer, you can wish for things and
receive nothing, you can stay in fear and that will be your dominant emotion and that will be hell
presented to you as a reality in the dream of life experience.
ALSPEL 1:26
Destiny is based on your life performance and is represented by the materialization of anything in
any time and space. There is no destiny, there is no mission to accomplish and you are not put here
by anyone. The parental choice is set by your desire to be created as an entry point in the dream of
life experience and your parents are an expression of you and your path. As you grow and create
your life by the normal rate perception and you connect your heart with this frequency the
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Fibonacci spiral begins moving and creates a stable frequency for the dream of life experience, then
at the end of your experience you can say “You know, I created my life the way I wanted and
materialized all my desires and made all things happen and I am really grateful for the dream of life
and for my destiny that I accomplish “. What a beautiful feeling for a happy ending program and
what a seed for a new experience to set. Accept your life from where you are and move in the
direction of your dreams and don’t let anybody say “you can’t do it” and just for you pleasure,
forgive them and believe in yourself even if nobody else does and live in your heart, because that is
the gateway to the divine source or the real expression of you. I change the weather with my
thoughts and I am feeling limitless. Guide yourself from your heart, from within.
ALSPEL 1:27
The dream of life experience is the experience we coexist today. You can see the program
normality looking outside, seeing something in exchange for something and these actions are a part
of the experience, a form of reward and money has a big role. People doing their jobs,
communication, social, time, weather and the normal 24 hours that makes the dream of life
experience a part of the normality. The good and bad exist also as a parameter in the dream of life
experience and the mind has it all. The normal rate perception is interested in what is normal like
compassion, creativity, organic foods and eating habits, higher thinking, but the mediocre rate
perception is attached by the material thru obsessions, possessions, money and fear. It can get worse
than this by staying focused on the needs of the mediocre rate perception. Time also known as the
24 hour worldwide transition is a rule in the program that we all coexist. Imagine how many things
happen in this 24 hour transition period and how much happens in balance with what a normal
person does. How much food is consume, money, emotions, births, deaths and so on. This dream
of life experience is amazing. A lot of supplies are being traded right now while you read this and
it’s incredible to think like this. The dream of life experience is abundant and you can see it if you
look at the grass that grows, look around you and see that the program that we live in is remaking
the same parameter over and over again and it doesn’t stop refueling with consumables. This is a
truth that you can see looking outside the window. See how many cars are outside meaning that a
lot of elements are there like iron, gold and silver. Go to the supermarket and see a lot of meat, a
lot of vegetables, a lot of paper, a lot of bread, a lot of abundance in the game that we live in. For
me this thought is incredible. Possibilities are here, exists and anything is possible if you feel
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something about that thought that you want to materialize in your experience. Life is just a
continuously moving flow that passes by and time doesn’t wait for nobody. No matter who you
are or where you are try to give yourself the chance to do what you always wanted to materialize
in your experience and don’t look back.
ALSPEL 1:28
Mistakes are the things that are made by the mediocre rate perception also known as the logic mind
and not by our heart or intuition that transcend the dream of life experience back to our nature.
The source is me. The source is you. We are projected here in a material body to play, learn
things, experience, but also raise the program vibration and the reward is a higher understanding of
the experience. Another time and space exists with different world and different rules. Imagine a
world just for relaxation, meditation or just sitting on a beach with the sky painted in white with
the possibility to levitate on water and move objects with your mind. I believe that this world
exists. I believe that the dream of life program is created by people like me and you, a universal
program that let us experience. The best thing about the dream of life experience is that it feels so
normal and so materialistic and the difference appears when you materialize a dream in a normal
experience. The best awareness that you can find is to know yourself, to live by the secure thought
that you are yourself, you evolve and inspire others with your originality.
ALSPEL 1:29
The 101 confidence is created by a simple meditation technique in the presence of salt water. Cold
water it better for recover and also to calibrate the normal rate perception. Hot water is good for
dreaming, relaxation and visualization. This technique helps you find yourself and express
something original based on your pure nature. When you don’t have yourself the parameters of the
program controls you in some area so you have to focus your energy levels for finding yourself and
to deliver the best projection of you in a material form for the benefits of the dream of life
experience. A limitless potion for perception is needed so the mind can be open. Imagine a world
of limitless possibilities to experience, a world that is yours with all the elements, mountains, waters
and sands. Imagine that you have it all and go to beautiful places like an island and make a little
village over there. Play some games, eat some fruits, take a swim in the ocean and go to another
island and remake the same scenario. Then go to a big city and buy something that you feel that
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resonates with your nature, something that is for you, like a house with the view of the city, play a
cool game on a big screen, then go to your car and take a ride at a maximum speed thru the city,
because nobody is there and the world is yours. You have chosen your best life, congratulation.
The ultimate reality reaction is based on emotions.
ALSPEL 1:30
People suffer from ignorance “What I am passionate about in life?”, “What can I do in life?”,
“What is my path in life?” and I say to you that there is no mission or fate in life and it’s all about
experience and because of the things that you feel that are missing from your own world you
recognize a certain activity as a passion. There is nothing to do than to experience and there is no
destiny, no passion for something specific and we don’t have a meaning. Passions are created from
inferiority, from missing, from non-experience and you just give them a positive value in your
mediocre rate perception. From the things that you didn’t have or the things that didn’t go as you
plan to, you create a passion about specific parameters. The dream of life program is a universal
experience made for us so we can experience and create a better program with our imagination and
our originality.
ALSPEL 1:31
Most of the people are interested in getting things like money, cars, distractions and they think that
this will give them a happy state and will secure the feeling for a long period of time and that is a
mediocre perception. Look outside; you have all the abundance you will ever need in a material
form and that is water, food, snow, rain, sun, fruits, vegetables, health and so on and this is the real
abundance. The materialization of the material or non-material limits the time that you can use in
the dream of life experience. Don’t use your best treasure and that is time doing something that
will not serve your true personality just for a feeling that has low functionality and exalts you for a
period of time, because in the end it doesn’t worth it. What do you think you will find in another
place if you simply just reject the idea of the place that you chose to materialize? .The experience is
everything so there is no need for wishes and all that exist is here.
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ALSPEL 1:32
Abnormal condition of the organism is a wrong projection of the belief system. You don’t have a
catalogue to distinguish one disease from another so the reality that you manifest in a form of illness
is a part of the negative influence that is forcing the belief system to project unconsciously this
reality. When it comes to health people always follow medical advice and treatment and on one
hand this is a part of the normality of the mediocre experience that we live in and the healing
process that is normal for the material, but on the other hand you can’t tell the difference between
diseases. In the dream of life experience there is no table of contents to say exactly what is that you
experience negative in a form of illness so in the end it’s a part of the belief system that is infected
with negative infiltrators. When you have this perception the body can’t get ill, because it can’t
recognize any disease or disorder in the belief system to create a negative environment in a material
form. The only disorder is you, because you want it so much in your experience and you call it
now with all your emotions and beliefs.
ALSPEL 1:33
The emotional system is giving us a feedback called emotions and emotions are not real. I don’t
believe in the concept of love, I don’t know how it feels and who said that love exist as a feeling
projected in a limit form. I believe in freedom, I believe in a dream without any control from the
exterior. I believe in evolution and even the word “love” if you read it backwards it says “evol”
from evolution. A universal liberty is the only state of existence. The belief system is more superior
and more important than the emotional one and even energy is something that keeps a fire
working, but still energy is a universal experience and it is not attached to anything. Everything is a
universal encounter, a universal experience and we only are here for the meaning of something in a
mediocre material form and to make things palpable with good and bad.
ALSPEL 1:34
Natural seasons exist as a rule in the dream of life experience made for the equilibration of the
program and is called regeneration. Winter freezes everything and it gives us a break for rebirth in
the spring with abundance in the summer and we remain with a nostalgic autumn. Each season has
frequencies and emotions which reflect different sensations for the people to experience and it’s a
part of the normality of the program. Regeneration is a part of the experience and it’s a part of the
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normality of the program. The program has auto cleaning for people to experience the dream of
life experience. The program must contain such a process to maintain the normal functionality of
the program. It’s all about the program and the things that have same principles as birth and death.
ALSPEL 1:35
We exist as a belief that vibrates in parallel with our needs and the material is not genuine.
Disobeying the material leaves us naked and there the truth unfolds. Willpower determines our
actions and it keeps sure if our energy is properly exposed over all in order to achieve
materialization. The kill is done by emotions that expands our belief system and disobeys our fixed
beliefs in the mediocre rate perception. The willpower to begin any actions is created in the secure
thought that you know who you are. The simple technique to achieve this state is to stay in
contact with water and to want to ask yourself “Who is…?” and then your name; “Who is Ali?”,
“Who is Alex Cojocaru?” and if you need to go beyond your life till the day you were born. Most
answers are in the childhood and in the kindergarten, because there are no distractions; the mind
doesn’t recognize the world and the distractions and is focused on what is important and that is
who you are.
ALSPEL 1:36
I hope that you know the result of a mind that is forced beyond the limit, that is not in control and
it’s abusing the emotional system with negative influence and infiltrators. An exhausted mind that
has negative influence not only creates a negative reality without awareness, but can damage the
health of the body by auto destroying the normal environment. People experience wrong reality
and sin a lot in 2016 and to sin is to destroy the body. To sin is normal in a program made from
mediocrity, but we have to keep a limit for us and for our health. Be grateful for your health,
family, people and experience the dream of life program. Things don’t work on speed or obsession
so take a break, breath and live your dreams in the dream of life experience.
ALSPEL 1:37
People tend to focus everything on their mediocre rate perception and to think logically in a
program that is a dream, a total paradox and this is a part of the normality of the experience. It is in
the normal nature of the human to think logical in a material program based on mediocrity, but
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sometimes you have to put a stop and to take some time to sit alone with you and think about you
and life “there has to be a meaning, there has to be more than this”. You forgot your true sense;
your nature to materialize a dream and your intuition that is the result of your awareness in the
dream of life experience. The normal rate perception and the mediocre rate perception are always
at war, but the normal rate perception creates the reality and the mediocre rate perception may be
in contradictory with it.
ALSPEL 1:38.The Boomerang effect during the dream of life program is needed for protection in a
free choice system, but I don’t believe in the thought that we are doomed to this effect
continuously experience after experience. Our decisions, beliefs and emotions control the system
thru a boomerang effect in the dream of life program, but we don’t have to accept the fact that our
last desire is launching humanity to another experience from a human view and from a mediocre
rate perception. I believe that in the last days the experience makes a balance between good and
bad, past and current emotions and beliefs and projects humanity to another program to experience
a New Universal Experience.
ALSPEL 1:39.Marriage is a lost deal in the dream of life experience and it takes a real
understanding in order to commit. For the dream of life is a program based on experience and
change, the commitment is limited, because people evolve and change and the emotions have to
be in charge to control the commitment between two humans and not the logical thinking. You
can experience heaven with another person and it may take some time, but in the end people
remain, because of the logical thinking and not the emotions. The health is compromised, because
the choice is blind and involves the emotional system. You also have to deal with your partner
experiences which you cannot control and it may modify your mood along with your experiences
in the dream of life; dematerialization, lost or suffer. I am attached by the thought that “people
who get serious are low self-esteem humanoids”. The dream of life experience is a dream and
nothing has to be that serious in order to commit.
ALSPEL 1:40.We need to disconnect from the material, because the negative influence from the
outside disconnects us from the natural sense. Without our perception the material can’t exist and
has no form. The dream of life experience is structured and governed by laws which are favorable
for experience. The reality that we experience in the dream of life is the result of our perception,
beliefs and emotions. High vibrational food keeps us in a forced contact with our normal rate
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perception far away from distractions and vices. Also it helps us to be aware of the information
clearer and fast, maintain our mood in a high vibrational state or non-resistance and keeps our
health beyond our normal functionality.
ALSPEL 1:41.Begin to believe in the dream of life experience, begin to belief the simulation,
stimulate your present, stimulate your dream, stop time and space and create what is needed for
you in the dream of life experience thru beliefs. Truth is often small and powerful. Past universal
experiences are only our actions from a past dream experience called old destiny that helps us to
materialize to the next universal dream experience. The dream experience is a choice that projects
a reality dream in different realities. I am the creator of the dream of life program, you are the
creator of the dream of life program and the world that we see is controlled by me and by you thru
thoughts, beliefs and emotions, I believe in me and that is what I am.

ALSPEL 1:42.Your motivation to live in the dream of life program in this time and space gives you
the chance to fulfill your needs that will appear in the correct amount when you need it. Find what
is your stamp and what can you do for the program so the people can benefit from it. Create in
your mediocre rate perception that big dream and translate it to your reality and with this
knowledge you will join us to make a better experience. In the dream of life experience success is
direct proportional with the power to let go. Something better is coming when negative
environments exist in the dream of life program. There is always a choice when a negative
environment manifest and that is the signal that says “jump”, because something new is waiting for
you to experience, the next chapter or the next step. It is important to keep it forward and to move
on exactly the way life unfolds in front of your thru your senses.
ALSPEL 1:43.I believe that if you are willing to be exactly as you feel and become your best
reflection you will unfold the best destiny you can experience. The dream of life experience can be
a blessing for the mixed emotions and you can create your own reality by moving with the flow.
Patience is required, but I know you will lead your dreams in a way that is perfect and time and
space will modify you’re belief system, time will accelerate and inevitable frequency changes will
occur that will detox your mediocre rate perception. To overthink is to stay in pending and the
moment to be is in the present even if the mediocre rate perception will talk a lot you have to
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reject it, because right now is the time to surrender and by the way you will do that a strange
feeling of floating will be present.
ALSPEL 1:44.There is nothing more complex and bigger in the Universe than the projection of
the human body. The human must exist in a form and it is complex when you think that the
program is made from mediocrity and the word “intelligence” has nothing to do with the
experience that we live in. The program normality is expressed thru mediocrity, but is the
responsibility of the human to get out of the mediocre zone and to ask and find the necessary
awareness and to express it as form of originality in the dream of life experience. Money is a big
part of the normality of the program and it gives to the dream of life experience an unique taste,
because of money and what they represents to the people. The projection of money is normal,
because they are a representation of mediocrity, small cut papers that have a big impact on the
dream of life experience. Why do you want to control people in a dream program thru money?
Nothing is real and forever and outside the dream of life experience or the material Earth, there is
nothing to find. The opposite emotion to money is love, but I don’t believe in love either, I
believe in security and not in the feeling that excites, because the feeling that excites has the same
feedback as the material; the feeling is limited, because of time and time is a rule that is omnipresent
in the dream of life experience. The dream of life is a universal experience for mixed emotions and
must be treated as a non-reality to experience the mediocre material.
ALSPEL 1:45.We have to accept the fact that is all about the feeling that we keep or create inside
and it is not about the material or day dreaming and that is the source of recognizing. I am not
focused on the present, but aware of the space that I am and the program is running in my head in
a state of non-resistance. I like to see things the way they are in a nude reality and sometimes it is
scary. We have to accept our originality that comes and goes; the all searching path that all humans
want to see can be discovered using audio frequencies, because frequencies are good for bad times
to recalibrate your true sense. The process of death or thought of death can’t accelerate the normal
movement of the dream of life experience with negative emotions and the expression of it is
created in the mediocre rate perception; death means nothing and it is a mediocre transition
between two experiences. We have to find something that we can create or do and believe in it
and we have to connect the feelings of what is good to experience and we will be exactly where
we have to be and we will represent our true originality and we will be different.
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ALSPEL 1:46.I am from Romania and I live the Romanian dream life experience and this is what I
needed to see. The answer for “Why I wanted to experience the Romanian dream life
experience?” is inside my natural environment and here I can find the answers for my total
perfection that is projected outside in a material form for me to experience. In another universal
experience on another planet enlightened humans live in nature, in positive emotions and heaven
is a planet. The human is the center of the Universe and he can make his own destiny by thought.
Planets are sending direct energy to his mind to influence it. The experience that I am talking
about has no meaning this way. Positivity is not always good and a complex universal program is
made from mixed emotions, good and bad. That is why the dream of life experience is a complex
program for us to experience.

ALSPEL 1:47.Understand your human potential power based on your emotional system. True
wealth is based on authentic memories of security and true experiences that you may encounter
day by day. When you accumulate your biggest desire of wealth you can see reality more detached
and you wonder “Why I need to experience this?” .Appreciate every experience and be grateful
for who you are and from where you are. The dream of life experience has limited functionality
and has to be accepted with good and bad. Experience means both good and bad and you have to
be able to see the beauty in every projection, because it is yours. This is the only thing that matters,
because is who you are and this is something that nobody can take and no wealth can buy.
ALSPEL 1:48.The dream of life is beautiful and is based on the Fibonacci sequence. The program
is made to be perfect in any conditions to experience and evolve. Oxygen is the fuel for life, the
electricity, but oxygen is a part of the normality of the dream of life experience; a part of the
natural functionality in the program. Materials have to be explained somehow and have to work
somehow to be experienced in the dream of life experience; the wheels must move. Secondary
living creatures are necessarily for day by day environment like cleaning and maintenance and are a
part of the natural functionality in the program. Everything happens perfectly and even the sun and
seasons come along together very well, dreaming and sharing security most of the time. Time is
also a part of the normal functionality in the dream of life experience that is made from mediocrity;
the natural flow for the materials to manifest and patience and persistence is attached by time.
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ALSPEL 1:49.The dream of life is a balance between giving and getting. If you give you have
more chances to be more aware of life and what it is thru special emotions that you encounter as a
feedback in the emotional system for your beauty. Life is a creation for the natural flow of
movement of the material. If you continue to create and to give you will unfold what is necessary
for you, but life is a balance between giving and getting and life has this special prizes that will give
back to you every time as a reward for your kindness to work with the normal rate perception.
Don’t do what you like, but rather do what make you curious and stay in that balance. Every
human is an artist in his own way and this is very important. People who are near the artistic part
can’t change and can’t emulate to the dream of life program, because they try to remain fixed and
perfect to their true nature and to their awareness. They know their duty very well from the first
day in the dream of life experience.
ALSPEL 1:50.When the feeling of déjà vu appears in your reality that is the signal that says you are
on the right path. The feeling of déjà vu is a familiar feeling in a special place and the reproduction
of the “known” is the confirmation that you are on the right track to become what is necessary.
The déjà vu is an anomaly presented as a feedback in the emotional system in the dream of life
experience that makes you to stop time and to say “I experienced this before” so you can be aware
of the red flag that is put on your path for you to become more self-aware.
ALSPEL 1:51. The simple things in life come free to us and to be creative is all that you can ask
for. To create something that is yours, to represent your true nature, to express who you are in a
material form so original is the best achievement you can get. The rest of abundance is free and you
can see it outside. You don’t own it, but you use it and that is the same thing. Only the mediocre
rate perception is telling you that you are abundant when you have something in possess. The truth
is that you are abundant right now. Thoughts and emotions have to be in balance so you can
experience a new energy in a material form. The concept of energy from planets, solar system and
horoscopes are false and don’t affect the humans choice. The mind is responsible for the direction
and what you see is done by perception and intention. The human is in full control of the
projection, because the mind is in control of the thought, emotion and belief. Ask what you can
ask and don’t get distracted. The thing with the horoscope is that you perceive it the way you feel
and that is what you see.
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ALSPEL 1:52.When you don’t like something about what is projected outside try to accept
yourself and give you the best chance to have a security feeling with you and a focused dream.
Accept what is inside and all the things that surround you. When it comes to materialization,
connect your thoughts with your belief system and you will have it. Until you make steps you
must learn to feel and make steps. The dream of life experience is a reproduction in a material form
of the belief system and the emotional system. The connection between these two systems creates
the reality that you want to experience and is expressed thru a material form; is like a game, a
virtual reality that feels so real and so exciting. For a life well spent go above and beyond your
comfort zone.

ALSPEL 1:53.The system based on beliefs and emotions is not automatic and we can experience
by choice the dream of life experience. It is important to not stay focused for so long in the
material form, because it can bend the present reality and you can have maximum limitation for
your real potential. You are not real and the reality is a dream that is constructed in a way that it
feels so palpable and so manifested right now. Our senses make the dream of life experience to feel
this way; in this situation the dream of life experience may seem a dream with senses. We can
experience what we want in many forms, because we have free choice in the present moment. The
dream of life program is an open experience in a state of awareness.
ALSPEL 1:54.Don’t believe in what you see, because time and materials are a representation of the
present system and the human is controlling the program. The mediocre rate perception is
obsessive and is keeping your thoughts to not experience the dream you deserve. All the emotional
result behind the obsessive rate perception called delusional emotions keeps the experience process
in a state of pending. The mediocre rate perception must be let alone in solitude and we must use it
as a tool of graphic representation for what we want to experience. Patience is required, but if you
are detached you don’t feel the influence on your experience; the state of detachment has more to
do with confidence and confidence is the awareness of who you are and what you can do.
Obsession will be part of the experience and also a part of the normality in the dream of life
experience, until you will understand the difference between want and desire. Resistance can be
the worst thing in the process of recognizing yourself, but still a part of the normality in the dream
of life experience and the only way to become more aware of yourself is to go forward.
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ALSPEL 1:55.By visualizing the big picture and focusing on the new experience, you can
materialize anything, but without emotional feedback and the feeling that is already a part of your
experience and the emotions that fits your personality it doesn’t even matter and you don’t want it;
has more to do with obsessions and the mediocre rate perception. There is no need to force
anything and what is necessary will come natural without any pressure. The point is to try to make
up your mind and keep it clean with no material distractions or thoughts that can distract the
normal movement of the dream of life experience. Try to be in the present moment with all that
represents your true nature and if you want something bad enough is already yours and you don’t
have to break yourself to experience it. Trying to have something or to become is not necessary,
because what is yours is already manifested with the natural flow of movement. When is natural is
for you and when is pressure you don’t need it and you have to let it go and move on.
ALSPEL 1:56.What matter is the real age inside rather, than the material age, because all of the
attraction and all the projection that is outside your eyes are from the inside. So if you are older
inside you like being with old people and do what old people do, but if you are older in the
outside and younger in the inside you want to do things that young people do. So everything
comes around of what is inside and what is projecting from there. All desires, all principles, all
emotions, all the drama and all the abundance comes from inside, from your emotions and from
your beliefs. Take control of the system and stop self-destructing yourself from the inside. Don’t
ever blame anyone for what you experience, for what you projected outside from the inside. The
only disease is your system that you have such expectation of it.
ALSPEL 1:57. Emotions transcend present thinking and planning and the best way to be is in the
present. The need to control your life thru the mediocre rate perception with the logic thinking
like “maybe or if” can get your path and body to feel ill. The call must be from the emotional
system which has to take you to what is needed and necessary for you to experience. The dream of
life has to be lived in a way that positivity may be palpable. The present negative environment can
be shifted with the 101 heart meditation; the focus on the heart zone and as you inhale-exhale you
can feel the beat for a second and just stay there and repeat. This way you can feel a non-resistance
state and a normal movement of emotions and thoughts may come with it. This meditation must
serve the humans only if necessary.
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ALSPEL 1:58.What do I want? Pay attention to your resistance. The day when you find your
answer to this question is called “recover day”. Also the day when you destroy your obsessions is
called “liberation day”; obsessions are created in the mediocre rate perception and has more to do
with the mediocre thinking or the logic thinking and the infested perception can’t see the washing
process. It can have thoughts attached on emotions like “I am not prepared for the future, because
I didn’t lived the past” or “I have to learn things the hard way and put the dream of life experience
on hard, because this is how things work”. The infested perception is working properly with
illusionary beliefs created by the actual society which infests the dream of life experience.
Ignorance can’t start anything it just destroys it all, but in the end we are all humans made from
mediocrity to experience so it is what it is and we have to take it as it is and to work with us to
become more self-aware of who we are and what can we do for this mediocrity to make it more
stable and better.
ALSPEL 1:59.We chose to be in the dream of life experience and we are responsible for our own
experience. We knew from the beginning the rules of the program and we accepted them. Our
lives don’t belong to us and we are connected to each other; we are all actors and nothing is meant
to be taken seriously. The expression of the material can make us blind in front of the truth, a truth
that not many can see. The dream of life experience has a sense of irony, because the material that
is projected consciously or not can be the expression of heaven or the expression of hell. The illness
is inside and you can’t cure the material thru mediocre rate perception or material modification;
adjustments must be made from inside, from the expression of the beliefs and emotions and you
have the key to unlock the abundant expression of the material. We build our own reality and we
project our own expression thru emotions and beliefs. This is the world that we experience and
this is fact and it’s expressed right now.
ALSPEL 1:60.In the dream of life experience the human doesn’t need anything and this has to be a
standard belief in the system. We have all that it needs to be happy, successful and healthy. Material
projections are optional in the dream of life experience. You can be big or small, successful or
happy without the need of the material. The perception is responsible for the value that we give to
any thought. Some people feel rich or abundant doing small things and having small thoughts. You
can destroy yourself and the experience that you project outside, because of perception. To put a
value on material and to put a value on thoughts may be devastating; you just need to be yourself
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to be abundant and this is all that you need. Dreams and the future desires are getting all the
pleasure for a limited time. So the best achieving is to be you and to do what you want and not
trying to be something bigger, because it’s hard and doesn’t matter. Try to be you, to be positive
and live with simple thoughts. Be who you are in nature and achieve things that really matter,
things that have a meaning for you in time. Be true to yourself and don’t get distracted by dreams;
a dream without actions is free and worthless.

ALSPEL 1:61.The source perception about who you are can’t be shaped and you are who you are.
It is pointless to try to become somebody or to possess something that you consider bigger in your
belief system. This belief makes you small and because of this condition you can’t manifest it. A lot
of desires are worthless without visualization, because that is how you can see what is reasonable
for you. Visualization is a form of simulation in the dream of life experience; you can experience
and see what fits your personality. Everything you do is good and necessary for your evolution and
for your experience just don’t dwell on this thought for a long period of time; be sure, dream and
take actions in the dream of life experience. Humans are a part of the normality of the program so
it is normal to feel doubts, but in the end if you visualize and start a dream all actions have positive
paths that can bring you to the same destination.
ALSPEL 1:62.You have to find what sparks a light in you, what is good for you and you have to
find something meaningful. You have to ask yourself a lot of universal questions to find what you
are capable of and to see the natural expression that you can manifest in a material form in the
dream of life experience. You have to go beyond your daily thinking and imagination to expand
your perception in a way that you can see the dream of life experience from different angles. The
mediocre rate perception also known as the ego or the logic mind has to be eliminated. During the
accumulation of information, infiltrators appear in the mediocre rate perception. Infiltrators are a
part of the distractions that keeps you away from who you are and what are you supposed to do in
the dream of life experience. In a reality that is an expression of a dream, another dream can change
this reality to what is necessary; if you are aware of the dream of life experience and you put your
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mind to it, nothing is impossible and everything that you feel or think about can be experienced in
the dream of life experience.
ALSPEL 1:63. You have to love yourself and lose it all; let go of everything and see what comes
around and stays. The materials are created from mediocrity, the necessity to experience a
representation of a thought in a physical form. The materials are moving the experience and we
don’t need material distractions to be happy; happiness has to do with the perception of things and
with the belief system. It is all about the beliefs and the emotions and if you belief that you are
super happy with just a apple in your hand then happiness exists in the same amount as somebody
else may possess something more bigger in their perception, but still with the same amount of
happiness. We are stronger and we are in the center of the Universe, because the dream of life
experience is created by people that want to experience the normality of life and life it’s controlled
by our commune perception.
ALSPEL 1:64. The wrong information about astrology must be deleted and we have to take
control of what we need to manifest it. I was having thoughts about astrology like “The life coach
or astrology are the wheels that keeps us from falling, until we decide who we are and take control
of the new destiny in the dream of life experience”, but in the end astrology or horoscope means
nothing. The human is in control of the thought, emotion and belief and planets don’t intervene in
no form of energy in the dream of life experience and have no power of the program. Create from
the interior and take what your heart wants from there and make it a reality, because this is why
you are here; be brave and don’t follow the illusion of money. You know very well that the heart
have the knowledge to transcend time and space and material things are an illusion. Time passes by
and life doesn’t wait for nobody and in the end only the experience matters so live in the dream of
life experience. Be grateful and appreciate the people around you, because they are the real
blessings in disguise. To stay in a high vibrational state all the time you have to be aware of
everything that keeps coming with negative clouds; you have to accept the dream of life
experience, because you chose it and you have to go through it.
ALSPEL 1:65. I believe that time isn’t real and all the actions in the past didn’t happen. The actions
in the dream of life experience are limited in resources for the next 100 years. No Jesus, no 0 year
and this are just “actions from the past” for people from today to be distracted and to miss the truth
and also a part of the program reality perception. It has to be this way so the materials can move
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and to feel so real and normal and it’s a part of the normality and functionality of the dream of life
experience; the action spins around 100 minus and 100 plus years. The dream of life experience
can be abundant or it can have infinite actions build on millions of years, but in this situation it is
not needed. Why you need an experience based on consume to have infinite actions build on
millions of years and why is needed a day zero or a big bang? .The dream of life experience doesn’t
need no explanation and big questions like “Who you are and where we come from?” don’t have
no sense and no purpose. The need is to experience a short amount of time in a consuming
program and not infinite actions that are processed thru millions of years and we are here to
experience some parameters in a limited period of time. To be able to create an experience so real
you need actions from the past and actions from the present so the material can move freely;
without these parameters the reality can’t be so palpable and real. In the past people were living in
no distractions and the mind was looking at the sky travelling to whatever questions appear. People
were creating art and did what they could for living a decent life with a strong belief in a supreme
manifestation that created them; this is a part of the normality of the actions that happened in the
past, but also a normality movement for the experience reality reproduction. Today we create
machines to simplify distractions. The idea that even the smallest materials we use are made from
the exact source is the ultimate abundant thought. You can use right now a desk made from wood
and it can be more expensive or equal to something that you believe is more expensive, because
the nature of the material that is made from the same expression; this thought may produce change
of perception. Perception can be modified and if you want to see something in contradictory you
will see, but if you want to see something amazing you will see. In conclusion nothing is right and
nothing is real and is all about the normal rate perception or the mediocre rate perception and the
attachment we give from the belief system and the emotional system.
ALSPEL 1:66.Find the real “Who I am?” and eliminate the thinking of the mediocre rate
perception, because the logic mind is the devil. The “Who I am” must be find in places were the
mediocre rate perception is silenced and can you hear nothing. The mediocre mind can assume
whatever the perception wants, intoxicating the normal rate perception. You can start by looking
outside of who you are. What is that you do every day and what is that you did in the past. You
can ask yourself “Who am I…” or “Who am I, without…” and fill the sentence. “Who am I,
without the car that I am driving?”, “Who am I, without the house that I live in?”, “Who am I,
without my parents”, “Who am I if I didn’t go to that school?”, “Who am I if I accept to stay with
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the wrong person?”, “Who am I if I don’t change?” .Ask yourself a lot of questions, until the
mediocre rate perception will fall down to the real expression of who you are. A lot of distraction
from the everyday life can get you intoxicated with negative perception and can get you obsessed
with beliefs that you don’t deserve.
ALSPEL 1:67.I believe that what we want has no meaning, because we give too much attention to
possessing a material in a consuming program that is meant for experience and not possessing. In
reality we want to experience and we want freedom and not the expression of it like money or
materials. You can decide what you want with your mediocre rate perception, but then you have
to silence that perception with the awareness of the functionality of the dream of life experience.
The mediocre materials can be silence thru the awareness of who you are and the reality that you
know what is happening and what is experiencing right now. You have to orient yourself in the
dream of life experience by the emotional system so it is recommended to have good emotions and
be focused on the truth or what it is that you want to experience. The emotion has to be the divine
guide for you to follow in the dream of life experience and not what you see or the thought that
depreciates the reality that is presented right now. A permanent connection has to be established
with the real expression of you in the dream of life experience and a balance between what you see
and what you feel should be examined more often.
ALSPEL 1:68.The dream of life experience and the Earth are created from emotions. Planet Earth
is what we call our best planet in the Universe and our emotions are dreams that come true.
Dreams come true when you live in the present and you are focused on the feeling and not on the
present reality; the present must be lived and not aware of it, because the present is here and the
awareness must be put on you. This process can have a downside, because the awareness must be
represented by an expression of the thought and the focus of the thought can get you to overthink
and to be obsessed with all the coming information in your mind so you have to be attentive, but
still the normality of the experience will get you to be obsessed. Visualization with all senses is the
kind of eye closed expression that gives you feedback in the emotional system and makes you feel
mixed emotions. This is the expression module that you want to access to see how it fits your
personality and if it’s necessary for the representation to be in a material form expressed.
ALSPEL 1:69.You already chose the best dream of life that you could possible experience, but you
don’t recognize the path, because you experienced a distracted dream. Nothing is important and
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nothing means something unless we give a positive value in the dream of life experience. I will go
far away from the dream of life experience in my next journey. I know there is a lot to explore and
to experience. To understand the concept of “just be” is more than knowledge and it isn’t a walk
in the park. You can’t achieve something or become somebody in a comfort zone. Even if you
know yourself and even if you have talent you have to be prepared to get out of the comfort zone
and express your personality thru actions. Talent, passion and who you are doesn’t come in
comfort and nothing can evolve in comfort. You have to go beyond your ordinary vision and
achieve a different belief system in order to see different experiences. That is how things work and
it’s a normality of the dream of life experience. You can stay in comfort and achieve nothing or
you can go and explore a new different experience or a new different you and achieve abundance.
ALSPEL 1:70.Who you are and what is that you need lies at the end of the unseen or the unaware
perception. Don’t be sad about something you did not own; you don’t own it, because you don’t
want it or you can’t see it and it isn’t for you. The perception can make your desires pop out from
the unseen perception and you have to learn to see life thru different angle points. Try to be aware
of the wrong perception and let life to unfold by itself and you will start to believe in things and a
lot of undefined thoughts and emotions will become clearer and you will understand the dream of
life experience better. Life is an interesting place when you are grateful for everything that you
encounter, but awareness if more important than the feeling of gratefulness. You have to be aware
of you from the interior and your thoughts will become original and you will experience different
perceptions. Be permissive with this mediocre expression, because you can’t ask for more
intelligence in a place constructed from mediocrity; the rest will fall in the right place, in the right
time, in the right amount.
ALSPEL 1:71.The dream of life experience is a game and you have to accept all parameters
including yourself. You forgot who you are and you materialize in this material body and you have
to remember all the details so you can see thru walls. Without knowing yourself, without a path
that you have to walk on, without a dream, the dream of life experience is zero. Indifference and
ignorance will come as a feeling in the human mediocre rate perception and you will sleep on you.
To find yourself and to become what is needed and to dream a correct life you have to achieve
three stages. The first stage is the “unaware learning” when you find information and make a living
based on vibrational diet and meditation far away from distractions. This step helps you to believe
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in something and to have a meaning, a goal, a dream, a desire and you are preparing for the next
stage which is stage two also called “sadness embracing”. The first stage gives you abundant
information, the power you always needed to go on, but it has a dark side. Staying away from
distractions and finding yourself can get you in a place with a lot of solitude whisper. So you will
have information and you will know yourself well and you will walk the path, but a lot of change
will be in the social zone. You see, when you go on this path you detach yourself from the
ordinary beliefs and you create your own originals one. Once you grow people can’t stay by your
side anymore, because you have to carry them with you and you can’t, because it’s a lot of pressure
on your hands so if they don’t climb the path you have to let them go. In conclusion negative
emotions will appear, but that doesn’t mean you have to stop and this is the signal that says you
have to go on. I know it hurts to climb, but if you want to see the world from a top view you have
to do it. Learn stage two and learn to “embrace sadness” in a positive way. The last stage is the
achievement state which is the final destination to your goals and is the top view and the
breathtaking point. This is where you look down and you see hell and you look up and see
nothing. You achieved you and you achieved greatness. You look forward and you can see why it
was a 1,000,000 miles road to wishes. The view is splendid and it’s all yours and nobody can take it
so congratulation you are different now and you can’t go back. You better used to the fact that you
become what is normal and you achieved the Medal of Honor in the dream of life experience.
With this thought in your belief system life will unfold in front of you and things will fall in the
right place. It was no moonlight walking, but you made it so I guess it was a victory, an act of grace
made from fair play.
ALSPEL 1:72.The body is a big receiver and the normal rate perception is the place when the
creation is produced and the solution is subliminal created for your need that was placed in the
mediocre rate perception. The mediocre rate perception is a crowded place and you don’t have to
give it a special attention. The mediocre rate perception is connected with the normal rate
perception; this is way is important to have a clean perception, without distractions so you can see
the correct information that is needed for your experience. The bridge between the two
perceptions has to exist permanent and there can’t be one without the other. Give yourself the
permission to live a super adventure identical with the one from your dreams.
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ALSPEL 1:73.The human can see thru the normality of the dream of life experience by using the
connection within the source; the expression of the body. The human can see what it is and what
is happening and self-confidence and faith is misunderstood. When you want to materialize
something you don’t have to rely on a thought, belief or a supreme manifestation. We are so
ambitious that we don’t need a supreme manifestation to believe in us; we just need ourselves to
believe in; the only one you have to rely on is you. Search the truth or the answers in you and by
doing this you achieve 101 percent self-confidence. The 101 percent self-confidence is when you
feel like a supreme manifestation and faith is the awareness of the power that is in you. It is the
belief that you can make anything happen, but first you have to know that everything is possible
and you have to know that nothing matters and nothing is forever and the material projections is
false. It is not a reality like most of the people perceive, in fact it is only a dream. By achieving this
belief that everything is connected with everything and the world that you see outside is inside you
and that you are the expression of the reality that is projected and what you see is not real you
become aware of the things that you can do and you start to control the outside reality. You can’t
lie to your belief system. If you don’t believe it you don’t believe in you and it can’t manifest and
this is fact. On the other side people try this system and then they want to change a belief and it is
not working. They push a lot of resistance thru it and it doesn’t manifest and it doesn’t change. Try
not to become or to think of it as something good or bad. Accept yourself the way you are today
and then start to change tomorrow and start to use the system and try to integrate it to your natural
self. Forget about rules and conditions. The world is yours and dreams have to be projected in your
reality once you are aware of the system and you decide that the time is now. The intention is a
very powerful weapon and it changes in the internal body the chemical reaction to stress or
happiness and also it can give you the necessary power to start the expression of you and to come
out of the comfort zone. It can give you the maximum chemical reaction and the arsenal you hope
for. There is no pill that can make you a supreme manifestation, you are who you are and who you
want to be and if you accept the system you can play with it and become what is necessary at any
time in any parameters and the dream of life experience falls down in front of you.
ALSPEL 1:74.We forgot that we are here to experience and without awareness we tend to respect
a forced mentality in a free program. We tend to respect laws in a world made from mediocrity, a
world that we chose from infinite possibilities. We are beautiful people, we chose our body and the
time and space that we experience, but it doesn’t matter that much. The feeling of gratitude and
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peace are much better than big successes. We are dreams that manifest in a reality that is meant to
be experienced thru senses in a material form. A world based on a strange factor which is present
time and the right path in the right time is expressed thru repeating numbers. A world between hell
and heaven is a mediocre world, a mediocre experience, but suitable for experience.
ALSPEL 1:75.The human weakness is created by living with rules and becoming a fake human.
We are not in the natural flow like the wind in non-resistance and we forgotten who we are. In
order to proceed we don’t need anything and we can start from where we are. When we are on
the right path we become powerful and we are in a state of happiness, a state of challenge, a
mission. The good part is that happiness is a feeling that can be created in the mind without too
much effort and without any help from the material things. It is very important to find happiness
without help from the exterior and to create it in the interior thru emotions and beliefs and
detachment is ultimate intelligence.
ASLPEL 1:76.When you search for a supreme manifestation you actually search for yourself. You
are a supreme manifestation when you see the world as it is and accept it; you are who you are and
you have to stay focused near the normal rate perception rather than the mediocre rate perception,
you are aware of what is happening, but still give time to experience the dream of life experience
thru the mediocre rate perception. You live in the present moment and you move on with the
secure feeling that inside you, the abundant Universe is expressed and outside this secure place
nothing is bigger. The best emotion in the world is to experience dreams as a form of passion, a
form of curiosity in the dream of life experience. If you put your mind to it the impossible can
become possible and the reality can have a sense of irony; the mediocre rate perception which is
the used perception in the dream of life experience can make you focus on the expression of the
material and you can’t see the manifestation, but the impossible is possible in the dream of life
experience and what you visualize, desire or dream can be manifested; bend yourself to the reality
that you always dreamed of and learn to be aware of who you are and what can you dream.
ALSPEL 1:77.When you visualize the event with your perception you disconnect from the dream
of life experience. When you close your eyes you access the constructor. You enter the constructor
and you allow the plan to be received and to use it in the dream of life experience. You will
receive it and it will appear suddenly in the mediocre rate perception. Sometimes your feelings can
be toxic and it is important to fix the mediocre rate perception and to change it to a healthy
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perception thru meditation and raw diet. It can be done just for initiation and if not pleased the
meditation should not be continued. You are prepared when you feel it and the last step is
detachment.
ALSPEL 1:78.If you don’t know how it feels and you tried everything just let it go and let things
settle alone. You don’t have to believe in a supreme manifestation or in the Universe that will
deliver the plans and manifest your desires. You are the Universe and you are a supreme
manifestation. Receive your recognition for your creation and for your natural self. Find your love
and be the best at it and leave something behind; leave your original mark. Leave your mark for
creation in the dream of life experience. Destroy the man in the mirror and become what you
believe is worthy for you. I repeat, nothing is real and the purpose of the dream of life experience is
to find your true nature and to become something that is aware. This is a demonstration of selfconfidence and there is no more than one universal dimension and that is perception. The dream
of life experience is a representation of our desires and true nature and the mediocrity is here for
real sensations.
ALSPEL 1:79. A death point is part of the normality of the program, an experience and the
transition between two dreams of life. By our thoughts and by our actions in the past experience
we receive and accept a New Universal Experience that is created from the last experience. The
dream of life experience is created by multiple expressions of people and multiple expressions
people created this type of world made from mediocrity so we can experience the present moment.
We live in our perception and this is happy birthday; we are here for a reason and that is
experience. Experience is expressed thru good or bad, pain and security. We can reach different
security points thru emotions like compassion that is created from actions and this is salvation. A
security point is a state in the dream of life experience when you work to achieve your best
reflection thru clean actions to help others and that gives you emotional feedback as a reward.
ALSPEL 1:80.The key for achieving and changing is inside your belief system and you have to
begin from there. The difference between want and desire is in your heart; if is not necessary and
does not serve your true nature your body can’t understand why you desire it and it doesn’t begin
the process of achieving. The people from the dream of life experience use each other to evolve
and this is the normal process of movement. We evolve on others back and right after the
information from the new is assimilated our normal rate perception starts searching for the next
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stage of movement. Nobody teaches us to dream or to dare to dream big and nobody teaches us to
believe in us and we grow alone thru pain. In order to make it we have to work a little bit and
accept the normality of the material and the normality of the dream of life movement. The need is
comfort, but the abundance is not; don’t forget that material need to please your personality, but
you are the supreme expression of the abundance.

ALSPEL 1:81.The true nature can be decoded and you can search the things that you feel
something about it and could be people, emotions, thought and beliefs. There is where you have
to search for more and that is the path you have to take in order to find your love. I’ve seen
humanity driven by negative emotions thru fear and I’ve seen faith lost and with this I do not refer
to any supreme representation or any religion. Faith is misinterpreted thru religion and religions are
created from diabolic fairytales which make the human to live in fear and to accept a creator and to
put faith in it. The human is the one creator and he doesn’t need a belief created by fear in front of
no supreme entity. A lot of misunderstood information is here and to be is the single truth.
ALSPEL 1:82.To let go is more than just an awareness process; is a detachment thought created
from knowing why you let go and why you are doing this and to be detached comes from a state of
awareness. It is not necessary to let go and it is important to make your move and to extract that
originality from inside and express it in a material form. Work and polish that original expression as
much as you can and don’t try to express something else or somebody else. Do what is reasonable
for your thoughts and beliefs and put it out and see what is coming. In a world that is an expression
of our beliefs and emotions it is important to be happy and with this I refer to be aware of what
happiness means for you and what you can do in the dream of life experience. At the end of the
day if you are relaxed and get a good sleep that is the ultimate success.
ALPEL 1:83.In the dream of life experience to win is not important, success is not important and it
takes a lot of negative effort to get there and in the end it’s not worth it and it doesn’t matter. Stop
worshiping people that you see on screens or pictures, people that are presented to you like
supreme humans that did something special and they are successful. What about you? Do you
know who you are? Do you sleep well? Do you know for what you are here? Do you know where
you come from? I am asking you if you know what are you and what is that you experience? Do
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you know that is nothing greater than you? That you are the machine that keeps the world
spinning around? Misunderstood perception is the cause of unclear path and this means to unplug
mentally from distractions. I believe that you are what you see and people tell you different stories
so you can believe and to get you on the wrong track lying to you that this information will change
your life, because they think that they know the answer. Put yourself a big question and ask
everything you see. Get out of the comfort zone from your mind. If you are not in contact with
your natural self, then find your love thru the 101 meditation which is a meditation technique in
contact with salt water. This is your dream so stop being so ignorant with you. We are here to
experience a universal playground and action is the key. The material doesn’t matter and is a
creation of our commune desire. I don’t understand material, because everybody is here for a
limited experience. The Earth is created by us and there are a lot of universal playgrounds to
experience. Nothing matters, but our time and experience. All that you believe, see or think
doesn’t matter. What matters is to pursue your dreams and that is the only target. We are born and
people tell us that this is life and it’s very real and when you materialize a dream you feel like a
supreme manifestation. This is a part of the experience that we coexist. It’s all about the feeling
created by experience that makes you a supreme manifestation and not the possessions. Get what
you deserve and get your instructions for life. Activate the power thru perception from your mind.
It’s all a dream and it’s so normal to materialize a dream; normal as it seems. Believe in you,
because this the ultimate respect for you and the best thing to do. This is the biggest mission of all
time; to believe that you are here exactly as you dream of it. When you are awake and you know
you who are and know what is happening you are in a non-resistance and non-desire. You are
here and you live the moment, smell the fresh air and it’s like being in love; you just feel
abundance in every moment.
ALSPEL 1:84.A big part of the normality of the dream of life experience is the way civilization is
not that evolved so we can experience this type of mediocrity in this type of experience. The
difference between old civilization and the present one is also a part of the normality of the dream
of life experience and has to do with the normal movement of life. Human are here on a
playground for experience and we aren’t a supreme civilization as we seen in the past. In 2017 in
the dream of life experience humans don’t need a supreme intelligence, because this is not the
point of experience; our necessity is created in a way that it needs actions to manifest and this is
mediocre and a part of the normality in the experience that we coexist.
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ALSPEL 1:85.When you grow you fall down several times so you can see the right path and it is
much better to fall down rather than to remain in the same experience. People fall down and don’t
receive what they deserve, because they are not aware of the experience that it’s projected from
inside; they are not aware of the beliefs and emotions that creates or modify the experience. The
human is the only one responsible for the experience that is projected outside; without this
awareness people tend to blame others for the experience and sometimes the dream of life
experience may seem like a nightmare. I wonder who we are as civilization with people praying
for minimum amounts and keeping hold of the negative experiences. The need is materialize when
is attached to a feeling of needing and the emotional system gives a feedback like pleasure which is
a feeling of normality, a feeling of coming or a feeling that is already here and it is done.
ALSPEL 1:86.The dream of life experience feels real, but it is not and the playground that we call
life is a reproduction of our commune perception. The game that we coexist is the type of game
which works by the rule “search and find” and it’s supposed to be like this to be palpable and to
express a normality in such a way that we can experience everything that we want thru senses. In
the dream of life experience is perfect to imagine and see how things work and experience them in
a material projection. Why is necessary to live and meditate with no distractions? Why is necessary
to be like a supreme manifestation? Why is necessary to exist a supreme manifestation for you to be
led by it? Why is necessary to live in poverty and to belief in a supreme manifestation that can
improve your life? Why don’t you believe in you and become an expression of a supreme
manifestation and do what you want in the dream of life experience for your own pleasure. Why
don’t you do it yourself and find your own answers and believe in your intuition, rather than a
supreme manifestation. It’s much better how the dream of life experience is created thru difference
and from mediocrity, because we lose our memory and land in the dream of life experience with
free choice to experience, but until we get there we have to be aware of the space that we coexist
and the emotions and thoughts that we have. It’s a part of the normality of the program to make it
so real and we find good and bad emotions, but also combined and the experience has multiple
parameters that are perfect sculpted so the experience can be a pleasant experience.
ALSPEL 1:87.A New Universal Experience campus has to be created in order to achieve best
reflection. The campus exists thru rules with no processed drinks and foods and is self-financed and
maintained by project NUE. The campus promotes high vibrational food and raw diet, organic
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greenhouses, pure water from silver bypass, reduction of meat, schools that promote creation rather
than incorrect system based on diversity and no religion. Organic energy regeneration is a part of
the NUE campus which produced free energy from sun, water, wind and Earth. New project
houses are made from glass and rock; fire for daily usage is made from free electricity and the food
it’s cooked on hot rock in the ground. The amount of meat per week is reduced and usually from
fresh fish. Playgrounds for kids are created in nature, without electric devices. Campus is based on
rules with no government impact and it’s protected by an electric wall that surrounds the campus
thru electric towers. Electric cars and transport are only available. The facility has his own domain
which is dot NUE and on this platform you can find information about food, health and creation.
People can access this campus, but are subject to terms; a 3 week test based on creation, eating
habits, desires and non-religion. The New Universal Experience campus is run by the BBAAIIC
ALSPEL.
ALSPEL 1:88.A negative vice program can be deleted thru high vibration green diet like wheat
grass, Spirulina and chlorella, ashwagandha and siberian ginseng. It can help you to avoid the trap
of the mediocre rate perception with the wrong path; delusions, incompatibility, negative
emotional system, obsessions and can keep you on track by following the normal rate perception
with the right path; calibration, inner-connection, raw diet, present moment, normal emotional
system, normal belief system, awareness, patience and persistence. You have to do something that
shifts your entire life and the safe way to change is thru heartbreaks. The location where you are
born or where you grow is very important, because that is the starting point and there is all that is
needed. There is no need to search it somewhere else.
ALSPEL 1:89.Life is a deluding process. When you are young people lie to you about life and try
to keep you in a secure place and you believe what is presented to you; they are showing proof of a
safe environment. In reality this is a part of the deluding process that we all are in. When you find
this truth it’s no turning back. The attraction program that is presented in the world as the law of
attraction is a deluding program; you attract what you think and that it’s incorrect. I don’t believe
in the law of attraction, because the creation process is based on emotions and beliefs. The belief
system is a normal function. You don’t need to search that much and you don’t need to push a lot
of resistance to change some values in it, because it have to be normal to believe in what makes you
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normal. The feeling of a correct belief feels like a fresh graduate teenager and it’s a feeling so strong
of happiness, synchronization and awareness. The rest is zero and has no sense.
ALSPEL 1:90.In the dream of life experience we don’t need to take life to serious and we don’t
need to compromise for nothing or no one. We don’t have to put too much value on things and
we have to try to be more permissive with life and more flexible about the bad. This world can’t be
commanded and controlled and the government can make changes, but the last choice is on you.
That is the desire of the government so let it be the way they feel about laws for the world they see.
It is worthless to reject the construction of this world, but rather try to work it out the way it is
from where you are. Try to shape the world that you see from your beliefs and emotions and the
experience will change dramatic as your beliefs and emotions. The relationship between you and
the dream of life experience has to be flexible in a way that you don’t have to take life to serious
and the “feeling of grateful” has to be present in a way that you are here for a trip, because you
chose to experience and you deserve it.
ALSPEL 1:91.If my country Romania wasn’t like this it would lose her freedom and it doesn’t
worth it. People from here are rebels and want freedom over power and material possessions so the
government has a big problem with controlling the population from Romania. They put a lot of
taxes and let things unfinished and they try with this mentality to keep the control of the
population from our country down with negative beliefs. This is how things work here and this is a
part of the normality of the dream of life experience from Romania. In another country things are
a lot worse or a lot better and it depends on each individual how he makes his life. The parameters
of the program have to be accepted by all the people and are a part of the normality. Search for
something that is strange or supernatural and you will find nothing in a world that is based on
normality. Search outside the program which is planet Earth and you will find nothing. The
program that rules the normality of the dream of life experience doesn’t matter. All that you want
or dream is already here and you don’t have to search for nothing. You just have to be aware of
what is happening and you have to accept instructions for life if you want to know how the
experience works. Happiness is just a dream and what does a superhero wants? To be human and
to experience an experience that is so real and so normal and so mediocre. Without mediocrity
experience can’t exist and the stars are here for you to look at them and wonder about life and
what it is. Stars, the infinite Universe and the planets are actually hints for you to be aware of the
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program that we all coexist. It puts you in the position to ask yourself about what is happening and
what is life; nothing has a meaning unless we give it.
ALSPEL 1:92.Love is a feeling of the dream of life experience. Without feedback or feelings the
experience that we all coexist can’t happen. Without feelings you can’t be aware and life has no
meaning. We all follow the same purpose and that is the feeling of experience that is part of the
normality of the dream of life experience. Love is a misunderstood emotion and the word love is
attached to a feeling that is created from awareness and love has foundation in freedom. If you love
somebody you have to let them go. The real one to love is you. The attention to another human is
given by you to them as an appreciation of their acceptance, presence and care for you. There is no
need to give each other the air that you breathe in order to be in love. Love is a security emotion
and humans need needs. The dream of life experience is abundant, but the abundance for the
human mediocre rate perception means experience based on needs. The feeling of abundance can’t
stay in strong statements about you in order to change a belief system to have abundance, but
abundance stays in the human perception. Some humans may see abundance in little things other
in big things and that is also a part of the normality of the program. Abundance is not needed in a
physical world. The dream of life experience doesn’t requires abundance in material, but
experience in living the present. Being simple is necessary and it’s a confliction between the world
that it is and the simplicity of the experience.
ALSPEL 1:93.If you want something, if you have that dream you have to do something and this
has to be very clear. The desire is without a sense and don’t serve the human true purpose which is
experience. The desire of possessing is a program of the normality of the experience. If you want
something you have to possess it as a part of the normality, but you also have to let it go. The
dream of life experience is a non-sense experience. We are universal and we are nobody and we
are not attached by anything. We chose a destiny that has to be fulfilled and our beliefs are printed
in us when we grow from our family, school and city that we chose to live in. The beliefs redirect
you to accomplish your true purpose which is an experience of being something or somebody.
There is no meaning in living in a free world in a comfort zone. Life is more complex and created
on deeper parameters.
ALSPEL 1:94.The dream of life experience is a cube, a playground, a scene where the experience
is presented as a box dominated by laws for the “feeling of real” and to experience the need to be
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somebody. Struggle is necessary for evolution, not because that is how things work, but to put you
aside so you can ask why and shift your beliefs and be aware of what is happening. A light doesn’t
need light to shine it needs darkness. I can tell you that the best detox is into positive emotions
which are in you. I don’t believe in dimensions, because the dream of life program runs in a cube
as a form of life, a form of movement that it just exists and it has to be this way to get you to feel
normal. The normality of working and getting a form of compensation is normal.
ALSPEL 1:95.If we are infinite consciousness we have to be like a supreme manifestation like God
omnipresent and it’s not the case in the dream of life experience. The dream of life experience is
just for experience and nothing is that serious and nothing is that real. It’s just a manifestation or
expression of the same creation, but in different forms. What you see in the world is a reflection of
how you are as a parameter in the program, a reflection of you in the dream of life experience. All
that it is possible is in front of you and there are no secrets. There is no detach between physic and
something spiritual and the expression of the human is in one form. There are no answers to find
and it’s all a unity. Dimensions don’t exist and the expression of the dream of life experience is
represented by a form of life in a cube a form of movement and it has to be this way as a part of the
program normality. To be illuminated isn’t a part of the normality of the program and it’s not the
case in the dream of life experience. We don’t need illumination, we need instructions for life. To
be perfect isn’t a part of the normality of the dream of life experience and has more to do with
obsessions.
ALSPEL 1:96.A New Universal Social Media is necessary for expressing our true self online. The
profile has to be constructed by writing down who you are and what you do in the dream of life
experience. The process is more complex, because you have to write who you are and what are
your feelings about the experience that we live in and also who or what is necessary to become. In
this way the profile has a more complex representation of who you are and want to become and it’s
more important to be this way so people can see this information rather than hang out. The profile
section of who you are is constructed automatically by the system based on questions for defining
personality, childhood, actions from the past, city where you grew up, experience that affected the
person you are today. The real “About you” is based on answers that defines who you are.
ALSPEL 1:97.The thought that everything is moving and passing and nothing is under my
possession is detaching me and it gives me a liberty state. You are living, but you don’t know how
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it is. Look, your time is limited and don’t lose your experience in the dream of life experience
searching for treasure. Appreciate who you are today and what you came with; the body, parents,
time and space, city that you grew up and the real values that matters. Like all the best programs of
experience they are abused and that is a part of the normality. The experience that we live in is
abused by people for consuming and that is normal. The experience will go away one day and all
will be over just like sand and dust. There will be no material and a new program will be born for
experience just like the dream of life experience. We are living now so make the best of this
precious experience. The child in you will know the path.
ALSPEL 1:98.It is good to know yourself and to be you and to make things a reality, but try to do
what you believe you can do and don’t try to become something that you are not. Don’t chase big
dreams that take too long to materialize, but try to be here in the present as a part of the experience
with all that is happening. Childhood is the most abundant period of the experience, because it is
near materialization and you are more near the truth than material and you are more near the
normal rate mind. Most of the people are 10-30 percent more abundant than their needs, but after
this percent you have to take it to another level of perception and understanding so you can have
and experience more. 30 percent means a lot. For you to be possible to experience over 30 percent
of abundance you have to change a lot and to stay all the time in the normal high vibrational state
that is required over 30 percent. If you can’t see it visualizing, if you can’t experience over 30
percent with all that you have you can’t acquire more. Once you stay over that level your
thoughts, beliefs and emotions change so you are connected with all that is you and the boy is
healing itself at that abundance. Some people just don’t understand the concept of the normal
functionality of the dream of life experience.
ALSPEL 1:99.The concept of visualizing and materializing is wrong, because it can put your in
place when you just wait for things to happen. Visualizing is great and I am a dreamer and I
practice it all the time, but without actions in the dream of life experience you can become a free
dreamer. Rather than wishing or visualizing an experience with material or non-material things,
you may want to action right now in the present moment. If you believe that you can stay all day
and dream and somehow something will get to you that experience it’s alright, but it is more
complex and more natural in the dream of life experience to manifest thru actions. Rather than
waiting or visualizing you can start actions like “I want to write a book and I will begin to write it
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down now. I will try to manifest in a material form my originality and I will present it as a book.
Then I will find a place where to put it so people can see it and I will work with what I have right
now. The concept of materializing works in any circumstances and has roots in the belief system. If
you think that life is good for you and you can stay all day in bed visualizing and somehow you will
manifest it’s alright, but for an experience that is made from mediocrity you can take actions right
now and start manifesting and start accepting that is already done.
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